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                ith a characteristic effortless nonchalance, Andrea Pirlo cut out a desperate Steven             

                Gerrard through-ball and swiftly played a snappy one-two with ‘full back’ Cafu, before         

                sliding a pass into the feet of Kaka. The Brazilian, compounding Gerrard’s misery and with

little more than vague annoyance, spun past the recovering Liverpool captain and unleashed a

pinpoint, defence murdering pass into the path of the onrushing Hernan Crespo. The ball was of

such quality that the shaggy haired Argentine barely had to break his stride in applying the cutest of

clipped finishes over the shoulder of a no doubt bewildered Jerzy Dudek. 3-0. 

      Ever since early childhood, my love for football has been all consuming. I vividly remember the joy of

sitting watching the vidiprinter tick along on Saturday afternoons as an infant with my Dad, who’s wonderful

illustration covers the front page, staying out long past dark (and even longer past my parent’s curfew) for

just one more game of World Cup Doubles in my early teens and harbouring an unabashed excitement for

the next international tournament as soon as the previous one had finished. This passion remained unerring

through to the present day, while the depth and breadth of my desire and thrust for footballing knowledge

has only grown and gathered pace over the last twenty years.  

      This is, in no small part, down to that 2005 AC Milan team and that Crespo goal. While Gerrard’s

towering header, Vladimir Smicer’s skimming drive and Dudek’s Grobbelaar-esque antics are etched into

European football’s collective consciousness, it was the likes of Pirlo and Reno Gattuso that really caught

my attention and accelerated my burgeoning interest in the continental game. 

      In 2014, my obsession took me to Football Radar where now I’m Ligue 1 Analyst. The last four seasons

have been filled with meticulous and exhaustive analysis of Ligue 1, its teams, its managers and its players.

French football has become my life. For the latest of those two seasons I have become a regular contributor

to Get French Football News and the Guardian, making appearances on CNN and BBC Radio and writer for

Manchester Evening News and the Liverpool Echo amongst others, discussing all things French football. 

      As host and producer of Football Radar’s podcast and editor of FR’s magazine, my interest in wider

European (and world) football has also remained intense, leading to the inception of this publication.

Following on from this pilot issue, the plan is to release periodically during next season depending it's on

success and other commitments, treating each of the five leagues (over time) as equally as possible. Any

subsequent issues will remain free as a PDF via twitter and on onsideinzaghi.com where excerpts from this

issue can be found as well as my writings on French football which also appeared on GFFN and in the

Guardian as well as various regional newspapers and outlets. 

      Hopefully this first issue will convey the joy in and passion for European football that Crespo’s goal

fostered in me. 

Thanks for reading, Adam.  

Researcher, author, designer and producer of Onside Inzaghi. 

Twitter: @_Adam_White_ 

W
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Cover Story: Bale Out?
              areth Bale shook his head. “No.”             

              Despite a virtuoso scissor kick that         

              effectively won the European Cup for

Real Madrid, Bale’s coach had not seen fit to

congratulate him in the aftermath. Relations

between Zinedine Zidane and the Welshman

have been icy, if not adversarial, for some time

and conjecture surrounding Bale’s continued

stay at the Bernabeu only intensified during the

61 minutes Madrid’s match winner spent

warming the bench. 

      While his winner was spectacular, perhaps the

most eye-catching ever to grace club football’s most

iconic game, Bale’s delight - amplified by the context

of his stop start season - was all the more evident.

“Obviously I need to play," said a grinning Bale,

almost hastily post match, well aware of the

significance of his display both sportingly and

politically. "That hasn’t happened this season for

one reason or another. I’ll have to sit down in the

summer, discuss it with my agent and take it from

there." Clearly no longer in Zidane’s first choice 11,

with Isco often preferred along with Marco Asensio

and Lucas Vazquez too on occasion, standing on

the Olimpiyskiy Stadion turf, those discussions

appeared to have only one conclusion. But, as Bale

was all too aware, Zidane was yet to have his say. 

      “It might look like a strange moment but it is the

right moment,” explained Zidane at a surprise

presser called to announce his resignation, a

flummoxed Florentino Perez, Madrid's president, at

his side. “After three years we need another

discourse, another working methodology, and that’s

why I took this decision… we always want more and

more and there is a moment when you think: ‘What

more can I ask of my players?’” Zidane left to

applause from the gathered journalists and

messages from well wishing players. All except

Bale; the sole Real squad member not to thank his

coach via social media. 

      Football’s ultimate mic drop had both stolen  

Bale’s thunder and, perhaps, simultaneously saved

his Real Madrid career. Even had Zidane stayed,

Bale’s options were narrowing. His place in the

team, European cup winning goals aside, was far

from secure, his wages and transfer fee would prove

prohibitive for most suiters while those obvious

destinations have seen their keenness wane.

Manchester United’s acquisition of Alexis Sanchez

may have already filled a Bale shaped void while

PSG continue to grapple with Financial Fair Play

after a gargantuan deal to sign Neymar and the 180

million euro bill for Kylian Mbappe due this summer. 

      But Bale, in a world where his version of

equilibrium is restored, would not want to leave and

an incoming, potentially more cordial coach could

shift the balance in his favour. Deference could also

come via another, uncharacteristically stifled,

moving part in this saga. Although his own post

game comments were more typically headline

grabbing. “It’s been very nice to be at Madrid,” said

Cristiano Ronaldo almost in tandem with Bale, “In

the coming days I will give a response to the fans

because they actually have always been at my

side.” Ronaldo did walk back some of his statements

hours later, attempting to switch the focus to the

team’s achievements while it seems both Sergio

Ramos and Perez are treating this as Ronaldo’s

usual summer posturing, Perez even stating “The

same thing is heard every summer and then nothing

happens.” Nevertheless, should Ronaldo leave or be

phased out, Bale could yet assume the role he was

signed for, gradually filling Ronaldo’s status and

position. Marca later reported that Ronaldo had told

his colleagues weeks prior to the final of a desire to

move on. 

      One thing however remains certain; Gareth Bale

will be a pivotal part of one of Europe’s best come

September because, as Bale would argue and as

his cameo in Kiev underlines - ‘obviously, he needs

to play.’ 

G
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Talking Points...
Where Napoli go next after their failed title bid, young English players 

improving in the Bundesliga, Andres Iniesta's victory lap and Nolan Roux's 

momentous Ligue 1 season are all included in this month's selection of 

talking points from across Europe's top 5 leagues.

Más que un jugador 

April 30th 2018 may prove to be a defining date in

the history of Barcelona - the day that Andres

Iniesta passed the point of no return. Having been

given a lifetime contract by the club in October,

Iniesta had until the end of the month to decide

whether to renew for another campaign. Strong

rumours the 33 year old was giving serious

thought to a Chinese Super League offer had

been around for sometime with the Barca captain,

the natural erosion of fitness across 800 senior

games becoming increasingly difficult to manage

in the last two years, keen to bow out at

somewhere near his peak. With his decision to

leave widely reported but officially unconfirmed

until a tearful press conference two weeks later,

Iniesta provided one last omnipotent performance

as he orchestrated a 5-0 dismantling of Sevilla in

the Copa del Rey final at the Wanda

Metropolitano.  

      The image of one Sevilla fan imploring his

compatriots to somehow improve upon their

standing ovation for the opposition captain as he

was withdrawn with 4 minutes to play underlines

Iniesta's impact on football beyond Catalonia.

While losing Iniesta will be unpalatable for Ernesto

Valverde as a coach, the sense that the greatest

era of Barcelona, or perhaps indeed any club, is

coming to an end is irrevocable. Despite the

monumental significance of Johan Cruyff's Dream

Team of the early 90s and the Dutchman’s

supreme ideological influence on the club, and

world football as a whole, it is the generation led

by Iniesta, Xavi Hernandez and Lionel Messi that  

have come to define Cruyff's pedagogy. With Xavi

gone, Iniesta going and Messi creeping into his

thirties, this Barcelona are feeling increasingly

less like The Barcelona. Vissel Kobe are getting

some player. 

New Roux 

Ligue 1 is full of strikers barely worthy of the

name. Strikers who, despite their repeatedly

wayward displays and terrible goal records,

against all logic continue to find top tier clubs. No

one typifies this bizarre attitude more than Nolan

Roux. Now 30, Roux came to prominence in the

09/10 season as his 15 Ligue 2 strikes propelled

Stade Brest to promotion. Since however, despite

being a regular in the French top flight for Brest

upon promotion, four seasons at Lille and a further

two with St Etienne, both major clubs, Roux has

failed to hit double figures in any league season.   

       Despite an occasionally baffling to ability to

routinely squander simple opportunities, a

crippling lack of composure often an issue, the

frenchman had been tantalisingly close between

2014 and 2016 to the promised land of 10 league

goals with three consecutive 9 goal hauls. 

Last season, promoted Metz conceded more than

anyone else in Ligue 1 (71) and were,

unsurprisingly, fortunate to finish 14th. A feat

largely thanks to the goal scoring prowess of

rangey Malian striker Cheick Diabate, his talents

also enjoyed by Benevento fans in 2018. With

Diabate’s loan from Osmanlispor up and a

permanent deal not forthcoming, Roux and

Emmanuel Riviere, ominously, were to be his  
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replacements. Relegation proved unavoidable for

Metz this year but incredibly without Roux their 26

points total could have been far worse. Roux,

despite often being deployed out wide and

enjoying far fewer chances than in previous years,

became deadly. Many of his 15 league goals

oozed an uncharacteristic confidence and

although they might not have been enough to

keep Les Gerants up, Roux will be surely be

staying in Ligue 1 for another year. 

More tailor than tinker 

Throughout more than three decades as a

manager, Claudio Ranieri’s reputation has been

one of unpredictability. His ‘Tinkerman’ moniker 

became more of a punchline than a nickname for

Premier League fans while in charge of Chelsea

but, whether you assign Leicester’s 15/16 title to

genius, blind luck or somewhere in between,

Ranieri is undeniably an outstanding coach.

Although a number of his postings may not have

played out as hoped, the less said about his 2014

four match spell in charge of Greece the better,

and while trophies remain a little sparse, taking

Monaco from Ligue 2’s mid table to second in

Ligue 1 in just two years, challenging for the Serie

A title with Roma in 2010 and providing the basis

for Valencia’s latest zenith under Hector Cuper

and Rafa Benitez in the early 2000s remain

impressive yet somewhat under the radar

achievements. 

      Having threatened a top four challenge at the

start of the year and seeming assured of a Europa

League place for much of the campaign, the fact

that Ranieri’s Nantes outfit barely scraped a top

half finish feels like a disappointment, and in truth

it is, but the 66 year old Italian (an archaic ‘no over

65s’ league rule had to be overturned for him to

take charge) has again performed admirably. After

a host of top transfer targets slipped away, making

the losses of starlet Amine Harit and captain

Guillaume Gillet all the more pronounced, Ranieri

was left with a workmanlike squad at best.  

      Nevertheless Ranieri has moulded a

watertight defence (the third best in the league),

managed to eek another 12 goal haul from the

bulky Argentine forward Emiliano Sala and

developed youngsters Leo Dubois, a dynamic full

back who will join Lyon this summer, and central

midfielder Valentin Rongier, both 23. Recent

public disagreements with cantankerous president

Waldimir Kita (who once instructed the stadium

announcer to drown out a previous coach’s

goodbye speech with tannoy music) eventually led

to Ranieri’s departure at the end of season.

Ranieri had incredibly suggested Kita could sack

him if he didn’t like the way the team were playing.

Hopefully for Les Canaries, they will find a man to

fill the sizeable gap. Unfortunately for Kita, that

might not be possible and next season could be a

tough one.  

Levante liberated 

When scanning down our combined form table at

the back of this magazine, the team in 6th place

may stick out. This time last year Juan Ramon

Muniz’s Levante side were rounding off a

successful Segunda campaign, their 14 point lead

swiftly returned the Valencian club to the top flight.

Come the early March visit of Espanyol however,

they were struggling once more. Muniz was finally

dismissed after a 1-1 draw having not won in their

last 15 league games as the club sat a sole point

off the bottom three and a distant 10 points back

from 16th placed Alaves. The summer had

brought only modest additions to the Segunda

winning squad as faith was placed in those who

had won promotion but it soon became clear that

an injection of quality was needed. January saw

the arrivals of forwards Ruben Rochina, Armando

Sadiku, Giampaolo Pazzini and former Sevilla

defender Coke from Schalke. Only Coke, who

captained Seville to their third Europa League title

having been prominent in the previous two, had

much impact. 

     Having led Levante B to top in their Tercera  
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group, 50 year old Paco Lopez, his career to date

spent largely coaching B teams in the lower

reaches of Spanish football, was installed on a

short term basis to keep the senior side in the

division. Levante and Lopez had been fortunate

that Málaga, Deportivo La Coruna and Las

Palmas below them were in such disarray that

their situation wasn’t much worse. But by May

relegation fears were in the past as Lopez’s

Levante sensationally won 8 of their next 10

games. Although their run-in may have been a

little kind, the incomprehensible 5-4 defeat of

Barcelona, 5-1 up early in the second half, to end

Barca’s unbeaten campaign underlined a seismic

shift under Lopez. Confidence has been restored

and left sided forward Jose Morales continued to

lead by glorious example as Levante now played

with a new freedom. 23 year old Colombian

holding player Jefferson Lerma meanwhile might

be one to keep an eye on in Russia. The

childhood Levante season ticket holder will be

back next season. Should he keep this up

however, he may not be around long. 

A logical decision 

Didier Deschamps is not one to be easily

influenced, a persistence with Moussa Sissoko

and Karim Benzema’s continued exile being two

high profile examples. Nevertheless his exclusion

of Adrien Rabiot from his final 23 man squad

ahead of the World Cup remained a shock.

Especially to Rabiot himself. Rabiot, infamously

influenced previously by his mother and agent

Veronique who has been known to stand up for

her son in the press, wrote on open letter in RTL

explaining his remarkable decision to refuse to

join up with the squad alongside the ten others

placed on the reserve list. “I decided to exclude

myself from the reserves list because I believe

that the national team manager’s decision vis-à-

vis myself has no football logic behind it,”

explained the 23 year old midfielder, “because for

these years the message was clear; it is club  

performances that open doors to the French

national team.” 

      As discussed later in this issue, Rabiot is one

of the few PSG players to harbour a genuine

deep-seated connection with the capital club,

Paris even released a statement in response to

his decision calling him ‘one of the brightest flag-

bearers of our club’s youth system’ but it seems

that feeling of pride has morphed into entitlement

where the national side is concerned. In truth,

Rabiot’s performances in the final few months of

the season, especially since the first leg loss to

Real Madrid, have been far below that which has

become the norm and rumours surfaced in the

weeks leading up to the announcement that his

place was no longer assured. Rabiot’s position

was taken by Sevilla’s Steven N'Zonzi. Despite an

up and down first half of the year, falling out with

then coach Eduardo Berizzo, N’Zonzi’s 2018 has

been positive, standing out in the Champions

League win over Manchester United.                     

        Unfortunately for Rabiot, wobbly throwing

aside, he’s simply out of form and a rival has

played his way past him and into a highly

competitive squad. “I am a competitor, but I am

also a man, and as such I would liked to have

been treated as one,” said Rabiot. It’s a shame he

couldn’t act like one too.  

Bundesliga kindergarten 

Wholesale changes to German youth develop in

the last two decades have been an

unprecedented success. So much so that their

strength in depth is such that 2014 World Cup

final winning goalscorer, Mario Gotze, has,

admittedly amid a season of health issues, been

left out of Joachim Lowe’s 2018 squad. The

Confederations Cup meanwhile was won with a

reserve side. England have been slow to replicate

the Bundesliga’s youth revolution but after Under

17 and Under 20 World Cup triumphs, it’s clear, to

the FA’s huge credit, progress is being made. 
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      Unfortunately, a tremendously talented

generation, aside from the revitalisation of some

more established English talent under Pep

Guardiola, Jurgen Klopp and Mauricio Pochettino,

has yet to find its way into Premier League

elevens. Kyle Walker-Pieters being a prime

example of what is an well trodden issue. Despite

performing admirably in the opening day win at

Newcastle, just as he did in the U20 World Cup,

the now 21 year old was nudged further away

from the right back spot, despite Kyle Walker’s

departure, by the bizarre signing of the trouble-

making, often rash tackling Serge Aurier from

PSG. 

      Not concerned with solely developing their

own world class talents, the Bundesliga has

become a home for potential England stars unable

to break such barriers. Outstanding under 20

winger Ademola Lookman, on loan at RB Leipzig

from Everton, and Under 17 forward Jadon

Sancho, formerly of Manchester City but now of

Borussia Dortmund, have both found chances

more forthcoming in Germany. Sancho started the

final four games of the season with Dortmund and

produced a particularly scintillating display in the

4-0 drubbing of Bayer Leverkusen. Lookman

meanwhile racked up 4 goals and 3 assists on his

final 5 RBL outings of the campaign. Although the

Premier League may have not have realised the

sparkling generation of talent at its disposal, the

Germans certainly have, and while the sample is a

small one, other young English players could (and

should) soon follow suit in moving overseas. 

Here to stay? 

There has been a feeling in Naples this year that

the end of an era is in sight. For some time

momentum has been building at the San Paolo

and this was to be their season to truly challenge.

At the end, whatever happened, the team was

likely to be broken up. Goalkeeper Pepe Reina

eventually resisted PSG’s advances last summer

for that very reason to stick with a squad almost  

identical to last year’s and achieve greatness.  

      Despite title disappointment, in some respects

Napoli have achieved much over the campaign. A

tally of 91 points, 14 clear of 3rd place Roma with

Inter in 4th 19 behind, is astonishing in itself.

Meanwhile, although games have often panned

out in a similar fashion with predictable subs and

an unwavering style, Maurizio Sarri has

engineered a compelling, gloriously aggressive

attacking outfit which Pep Guardiola described as

“one of the best teams I've faced in my career. No

doubt about that. Maybe the best.” That team may

already be at an end. Carlo Ancelotti’s installation

as coach, Sarri still being on the payroll for now,

could the first of many changes. While the market

value of Dries Mertens, Marek Hamsik, Jose

Callejon and co might be prohibitive for some,

their release clauses are not. £25m could get

Mertens, £20m for Callejon, while Hamsik had

hinted on international duty in the last few weeks

that his Napoli career could already be over.  

      However, Ancelotti’s addition could prove

crucial. While Jorginho may be close to

Manchester City, Mertens is less sure about his

future. “I’ve already talked to Ancelotti. He wants

me to stay and he asked me if I wanted to stay at

Napoli. He was persuasive, really persuasive”, the

30-year-old told the Belgian press. Corriere Dello

Sport meanwhile reported at the end of May that

Ancelotti has persuaded previously reluctant

standout Bologna forward Simone Verdi to move

South. Hamsik’s tone also seems to have

softened. “I talked with Ancelotti and it would be a

pleasure for me to be coached by him. He can

bring a winning mentality to Napoli.” While

Ancelotti’s recent form may questionable, his aura

certainly isn’t. Greatness could be yet to come. 

A team at last  

Considered and intellectual are hardly the words

you might use to describe a fresh faced Gareth

Southgate as he comically collided with a wall,  
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much to the feigned amusement of Stuart Pearce

and Chris Waddle, in a 90s Pizza Hut advert.

Nevertheless, with England's national team at its

lowest ebb for sometime after the Euro 2016 loss

to Iceland, Southgate has quietly and carefully

revolutionised the England set up in such a

fashion. While the lack of a strong English

presence at top Premier League clubs is a deep,

multifaceted and perhaps unsolvable issue, given

the barriers to change, Southgate has

unashamedly accepted the situation and changed

tact rather than fighting against it. Doing so in a

more open minded and, pivotally, less stoically

English manner. 

      While England may not yet mirror the fluidity of

Spain, the flare of Brazil or the guile of France,

things most England fans long expected all while

playing the classic a English 4-4-2 and 'wanting it

more’ than everyone else, England are evolving

into an effective and versatile side with an

uncharacteristic ability to look after the ball.

Southgate is the fortunate position that this squad,

and also the next one of under 17s and 20s

World Cup winners, is young and as a result 

the former Middlesbrough coach has finally been

able to give the England side a longer term

outlook. While England remains a premier

footballing nation, the lack of consistent quality

has long fallen short of that tag since 2006 and

throwing the best eleven players into an unwieldy

team has unsurprisingly proven less successful

than it did when England was flushed with ‘world

class’ players at their peak. 

     To his credit, Southgate is instead finally

working from the solid base of a clear philosophy,

one that excluded Chris Smalling's supposed lack

of technical ability, one that will see England use

both a pair and a trio of centre backs in Russia,

one that will actually adapt to the opposition and

one that might even breed a genuine

togetherness. With the potential for these players

to develop partly due (in some cases) to the faith

shown in them by Pep Guardiola, Jurgen Klopp

and Mauricio Pochettino and partly as a consistent

group under Southgate the tournaments to come

might bring genuine optimism. England won’t win

this World Cup but they might finally take the first

step and perform like a team.
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Extinct At Last
Persistent turmoil from the manager upwards finally ends Hamburg’s ever- 

present Bundesliga status.

In the corner of Hamburg’s Volksparkstadion

sits an infamous but now redundant clock

labelled “in der Bundesliga seit” - ‘time in the

Bundesliga’. The clock stopped just shy of 55

years, both the length of Hamburg's stay in the

German topflight and the time since the

Bundesliga’s inception. Hamburg are proudly

the only club to spend every one of those 55

seasons in the Bundesliga but, after barely

keeping their heads above water in recent

times, they have finally succumbed to

relegation. The Bundesliga will carry on into

its 56th year without ‘Der Dino’, ‘The

Dinosaurs’, and Hamburg only have

themselves to blame. 

      A sense of inevitability has loomed over

Hamburger SV for some time and this year was

no different. Although a brace of opening wins

over Augsburg and Koln put them third in the

fledgling Bundesliga table, hope that the Northern

club would enjoy the relative security of mid-table

insignificance during 17/18 quickly faded as Der

Dino collapsed to lose 7 of the next 8 games as

part of a disastrous 2 wins in 26. HSV were

bottom and 7 points from safety with 6 games to

play. Abhorrent form, and not uncommon.  

      Last season, December 4th marked their first

Bundesliga win of the campaign after just 4 draws

from the opening 12 matchdays. Only a final day

win over Wolfsburg would save Markus Gidsol’s

charges. Bruno Labbadia, eventually sacked after

last year’s poor start despite a miraculous 10th

place in 15/16, cajoled 3 wins from the final 5

games in 14/15 to lift Hamburg off the bottom and

into the relegation play-off where Karlsruhe were

only beaten in extra time. 

Away goals were needed to squeeze out a play off

win over Greuther Furth in the previous season’s

playoff after 15 defeats in their last 20 league

fixtures, including the final five, under Bert van

Marwijk and then Mirko Slomka. Relegation was

long overdue. 

      This season, a trio of coaches have struggled

and failed to eek enough out of a squad that is,

admittedly, barely of a top flight standard. Markus

Gisdol, who took over from Labbadia in

September 2016, was moved on after a pair of

defeats following the winter break left Der Dino

second bottom. Former HSV player and Felix

Magath assistant coach, Bernd Hollerbach, lasted

just seven winless matches before Christian Titz

managed to engender hope of another barely

believable escape with 4 wins in their last 6

matches over Schalke, Freiburg, Wolfsburg and

Gladbach. Hamburg’s situation however, bottom

and 7 points behind the playoff spot before those

wins, unsurprisingly proved irrevocable.

Managerial turnover is also nothing new at the

Volksparkstadion, Titz being the 13th permanent

coach (17 including caretakers) in the last 11

years. 

      Having steered HSV’s second team to the top

of the 4th tier Regionalliga group, Titz’s limited

success was partly down to his knowledge of the

club’s younger players and his willingness to

throw them into a team that has been both slowly

eroded over recent years and suffered through

uninspiring, unsuccessful additions. Holding

midfielder Matti Steinmann (22), Japanese winger

Tatsuya Ito (20) and attacking midfielder Luca

Waldschmidt (21) all became regulars under Titz,

largely performing admirably - particularly Ito, the 
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club selling out of his replica shirt after the

Japanese starred in the Schalke win. While,

although clearly still developing, 18 year old striker

Jann-Fiete Arp, the first millennial to play in the

Bundesliga, was one of the few bright spots earlier

in the year. 

      The influx of youth was not only welcome but

necessary with a number of senior players

banished. Experienced Bundesliga stalwarts Lewis

Holtby and Sejad Salihovic even struggled to make

the 18 in the spring, although Holtby eventually

regained his place. Meanwhile, despite long term

financial issues, 5.5 million euros was spent on

forward Andre Hahn last summer who could only

continue his downward trajectory from Gladbach

having once been an exciting prospect with

Augsburg. Hahn being just one of a host of recent

signings failing to have a true impact. Their biggest

setback came in bizarre fashion on the opening

day as premier and occasionally inspirational

forward Nicolai Muller ruptured knee ligaments

celebrating what turned out to be the winner over

Augsburg. Fellow key man, Swedish international

midfield anchor Albin Ekdal, also spent much of

the year sidelined with a succession of complaints.

      Crucially however, turmoil and turnover

amongst the playing and coaching staff has been

mirrored, and even perpetuated, higher up the

HSV hierarchy. The club are largely kept afloat by

investment from billionaire logistics magnate

Klaus-Michael Kühne. Born in Hamburg, now 80,

Kühne is the largest shareholder of the shipping

company Kühne + Nagel  founded by his

Grandfather.  According to Forbes, Kühne is worth

nearly $15 billion making him the 7th richest

German and putting him 91st on their 2018

billionaires list. Kühne owns over 20% of Hamburg

and has reportedly invested around 100 million

euros.  

      Although his input has been absolutely vital in

sustaining the club, Kühne is regularly outspoken

over the way the club is run and plight of the team,  

often unhelpfully so. After Hamburg were dumped

out of the DFB Pokal by third tier Osnabruck this

season Kühne commented that then manager

Gisdol needed “to do more in order to shape HSV

into a team”,  having previously described forward

Pierre-Michel Lasogga as “the flop of the century”

in Der Spiegel, a popular German weekly news

magazine, after an 8.5million euro move and 30

goals in 107 games before joining Leeds on loan

last summer (where his goal ratio has improved).

Meanwhile, perhaps least helpfully, at the opening

of his new luxury hotel in March, Kühne stated: “A

few years ago I would have said Hamburg has

three pearls; the Elbe Philharmonic Hall, our new

hotel and HSV. Now it only has two pearls." 

      Kühne has also been vocal on the

performance of the club’s board and its directors,

another facet of HSV that seems to be constantly

in flux over recent seasons, stating; “There’s a

significant difference between how I think the club

should be run and how it actually is.” In March,

chairman Heribert Bruchhagen, who was only

appointed at the end of 2016 after 13 years as

Eintracht Frankfurt’s chairman, and sporting

director Jens Todt, of whom Kühne advised

publically “works hard, but does not have much

experience and needs to be more decisive”, were

dismissed along with seven-game coach

Hollerbach by incoming president Bernd Hoffmann

in what he called “the biggest shake-up” in the

club’s 131 year history. Based on recent times,

that’s some statement. 

      Hoffman, previously president during HSV’s

most recent zenith between 2003 and 2011, has

understandably referred to the club’s financial

situation of 100 million euros plus worth of debt as

“drastic” and conceded that Hamburg are “not

competitive in several areas,” while affirming his

belief that “continuity is the wrong strategy,

everything must be put to the test.” Although that

attitude may cause debate, given the team’s  
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comparative success during his previous

presidency, Hoffman and his new CEO, Frank

Wettstein, who spoke of “re-positioning ourselves

for the future”, may finally amount to the right blend

but unfortunately theirs is a longer term project

unable to affect immediate results or undo the

damage already done. 

      Regardless of recent on and off field disasters,

Volksparkstadion attendances have remained

strong. A season average of over 50,000 puts HSV

an impressive sixth in that particular league table

in what is the most attended division across world

football. Nevertheless, fan unrest remains a

prominent issue. In 2014 the decoupling of the the

professional Football team from the rest of HSV’s

ametur teams across a myriad of sports led to a

group of infuriated fans founding their own club,

HFC Falke, taking inspiration from FC United of

Manchester’s own revolt. 

      An aggressive attitude from a subset of

remaining fans, supporters’ groups in particular,

has also proven counterproductive. Following

March’s 2-1 home defeat to Hertha Berlin,

disturbances on the terraces preceded injuries to

six stewards, one policewoman and two fans as a

group of ultras attempted to force entry to the  

dressing room. This followed the displaying of a

banner reading; "Before the clock runs out, we'll

chase you through the city", during the loss to

Bayer Leverkusen a month earlier while the 6-0

defeat to Bayern Munich resulted in fans placing

crosses around the team’s training pitch with

another banner reading: "Time's up. We'll get you

all.” 

      Hamburg’s 78,000 members makes them the

15th largest sports club in the world, while the

1983 European Cup win plus 6 German titles

underlines their stature and historical significance

and although the loss of their near 55 year streak

may be seen as disastrous by some sections of

the fanbase it has become increasingly clear over

the last decade that issues financial, sporting and

managerial have become endemic and ingrained.

Relegation, despite being fraught with risk in itself,

could act as the palate cleanser HSV need to

have a chance of returning, eventually, to a

position of strength and security back in the top

flight. In der Bundesliga seit for HSV may have,

for now, come to an end but without violent threats

from ultras, their clock ominously ticking away

above the pitch and Kühne rattling on about

‘pearls’, the next 55 years might be a little less

tense. 
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A Clash of Styles
Despite a glorious DFP Pokal final win over his new employers and an 

obvious talent, does Niko Kovac truly suit Bayern Munich?.

“Nichts ist vergänglicher als die

vergangenheit," said Niko Kovac ahead of

Eintracht Frankfurt’s trip to Leipzig. Frankfurt

were, until that point, unbeaten away at start of

the season but Kovac offered a warning:

‘Nothing is more transient than the past’. While

his philosophical quip may have been little

more than a catchy soundbite at the time, it

could be a phrase the Croatian coach comes

to live by. Despite having saved Eintracht from

relegation in 15/16 in his first club managerial

role, taken Die Adler to successive cup finals

and mid table security before challenging for

Europe this season and taking a first major

trophy in 30 years, the leap to Bayern Munich

this summer may yet be beyond Kovac as

Bayern’s philosophy seems to be moving in

the opposite direction to his own. 

      Kovac’s impact on Eintracht has been seismic.

“90 percent of our success is down to Niko Kovac”

explained Kevin-Prince Boateng to local paper

Hessenschau. Now 31, the former Ghanaian

international has thrived since joining last

summer, often in a central midfield role. “He has

formed this jumbled team into a unit and created a

collective feeling,” Boateng continued, “he knows

exactly how to handle us, when to beat us and

when to pet us. That's what makes him

outstanding.”  

      While eclectic selections of nationalities are

common, the sense of togetherness Boateng

referenced, engendered by Kovac, shouldn’t be

underestimated. A squad representing 17 different

nations means translators are commonplace but a

sense of diversity, ‘Eintracht’ means ‘United’, has

become  

a source of pride for Frankfurt, proudly tweeting

the mix of nationalities in their squad before a

recent game.  

      "This isn't Brexit or Fraxit, we're not concerned

about politics – we play football. It's about

performing," Kovac said last season, "Those doing

best will play, regardless of their age, looks or

whether they're German or not." A commendable

and positive outlook in a country where the topic

of immigration has grown in significance over

recent years and provided the backdrop to last

year’s election. “I think that this is a unity also

found within the city.” says Boateng, “The club

tries to connect everything, the journalists, the

radio stations. Everyone tries to help the club and

make the club bigger." 

      Unity seems to define Kovac as a manager.

Having dragged Frankfurt into the relegation play-

off in 2016 and seen off Nurnberg to retain their

Bundesliga status, Kovac went to every single

distraught opposition player and offered his

support while his own players celebrated with their

fans. He earned a national fair play award for the

gesture. “Empathy is important,” affirmed Kovac,

“openness, honesty and an understanding for

others.” 

      A sense of togetherness and fluidity is also

prevalent in Kovac’s tactical outlook. "Basically,

we have to be flexible,” Kovac explained, often

surprising opponents with a variety of setups and

tactical gambits, even joking about his

unpredictability with the press, “It's important that

you do not stick yourself on a system and thus

become predictable,” he went on, “you have to

challenge both the opponent and your own team

again and again."  
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      Croatia’s former captain is a strict coach who

prioritises fitness which “gives you confidence,” he

insists, “if you’re fit, you don’t have to wonder

whether you’ll last the 90 minutes.” While Kovac

can also be brutally honest with his team, "That

was definitely too little in all respects: technical,

tactical, physical, mental. That's not enough." said

the Frankfurt coach after a 3-0 loss at Augsburg, “If

you deliver such a performance, you will get no

points in the Bundesliga. We have really put in a

very, very bad game." 

      Despite their fluidity, Frankfurt are also a

rugged and often conservative unit. An 11th place

finish in 16/17 was achieved, somewhat

impressively, with just 36 goals while, before

Kovac’s move to Bavaria was made public, only

Bayern had a better defensive record this term.

The 10 goals conceded in the three subsequent

games ruined that and again underlined the

importance of the squad’s positivity and the faith

placed in Kovac by his players. Meanwhile 83

yellow cards and 6 reds saw Eintracht finish a

distant bottom of last term’s Bundesliga fair play

table, where they again sit this year. An unerring

physicality, unsurprisingly, is often a feature of

their performances. 

      Across this campaign Frankfurt have evolved

somewhat with just a pair of dismissals and less

yellow cards while they have become a little more

expansive, underlined by the fact they eased past

the previous year’s goal tally in March. This

beourging expansiveness has proved fruitful,

before the announcement that Kovac would be

joining Munich, Frankfurt were 5th and just two

points behind the Champions League places. This

progressive attitude has been aided by additions of

more technically gifted midfielders in Boateng,

Jonathan de Guzman and Gelson Fernandes,

along with top scorers Sebastian Haller (9) and

Luka Jovic (8). While the loss Fabian Oczipka to

Schalke and fellow defender Jesus Vallejo’s return

to Real Madrid have been covered smartly. 

      While Kovac’s upward trajectory has been an

astonishing one, perhaps even a little

underappreciated given the focus on Julian

Nagelsmann’s continued brilliance with

Hoffenheim and Schalke’s stunning season under

Domenico Tedesco, his physical, defensive and

unpredictable style does lend itself to a side in

Frankfurt's position. As a result, despite

progressing notably in the last year, and clear

scope to continue that trend, it is for now a style

that might be difficult to adapt to one of Europe’s

elite clubs. Or at the very least, there is little

evidence to suggest that it would, given that the

majority of Kovac’s tinkering has been confined to

the more conservative end of the managerial

spectrum.  

      While a selection of the current coaching elite

have recently and successfully deployed more

stoic strategies at clubs expected to dominate

games, under pressure to win trophies, Antonio

Conte and Max Allegri spring to mind, Bayern’s

stated philosophy is in direct conflict with such

ideas. In his superb book ‘Pep Confidential’, which

focuses on Pep Guardiola’s first season in

Munich, Marti Perarnau discusses in depth the

overarching direction of the club and particularly

the aims of club president Uli Hoeness and Karl-

Heinz Rummenigge, it’s chairman. 

      'They had built their excellence on the virtues

that best represent the German character:

endurance, unshakeable belief and an iron will.’

Perarnau writes, ‘What they lacked was a playing

philosophy. Hoeness and Rummenigge were no

longer interested in just winning titles, now they

wanted a clear identity. They wished that, in due

course, the Bayern brand wouldn’t simply be

related to effort, courage, power and victory. They

wanted more.’ This eventually lead to Pep’s

appointment as the third stage of their plan, the

other two ‘phases’ entrusted to Louis Van Gaal

and Jupp Heynckes. Carlo Ancelotti meanwhile,

simply acted as a placeholder, designed to

continue Pep’s work. 
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      Kovac, meanwhile, is a distinct departure from

Bayern’s previous four coaching appointments:

Ancelotti, Guardiola, Heynckes and Van Gaal, both

in stature and outlook as his philosophy seems to

be defined by ‘effort, courage and power’, the

stereotypical German ethos Hoeness and

Rummenigge were supposedly trying to leave

behind. The fact that Kovac was the Bayern

board’s third choice (at best) may go some way to

explaining this conflict, as both Heynckes and the

former Dortmund coach and disciple of Jürgen

Klopp’s ‘heavy metal football’, Thomas Tuchel,

perhaps far more suited to those ideals but now of

PSG, turned down the Bayern managerial role for

next season. 

      Meanwhile, "I myself had no offer from

Bayern," confirmed Hoffenheim coach Julian

Nagelsmann on Sky Germany, perhaps due to the

fact that, as Nagelsmann recently revealed,

bizarrely in an interview with Playboy, his current

Hoffenheim contract runs until 2021 with a break

clause in 2019 should there be significant interest, 

the 33 year old stating that he would not want to

fight his way out of Hoffenheim in the meantime;

“that's not my style.” Otherwise, Bayern’s

advances might have been more overt and

arguably knock Kovac further down their list. 

      Hoeness and co seem to have, again in

contrast to that aim, seen Kovac as the safe

choice. "Niko knows the people in charge as well

as the structure and the club's DNA," said Bayern

sports director Hasan Salihamidzic. "We are

convinced he is the right coach for the future of

Bayern." While Kovac did spend two years at

Bayern between 2001 and 2003, their relevance

seems fairly minimal. Bayern were supposedly,

and perhaps rather oddly, in search of a German

manager, a credential Kovac does fit both in terms

of his Bundesliga outlook, something hardwired

into his ideas having spent nearly his entire playing

career in Germany with Hertha Berlin, Bayer

Leverkusen and Hamburg, and having been born

in Berlin. 

      Kovac’s association with Bayern nevertheless

started poorly. A 4-1 loss at the Allianz Arena to

what was basically a Bayern reserve side ahead

of their Champions League tie with Real Madrid,

started with boos from both sets of fans. Bayern

fans bemoaning his lack of experience and

stature, Eintracht supporters meanwhile have

been left feeling jilted by Kovac’s abrupt

departure. He had said a week earlier that he

would not be going anywhere before a swift

wooing from Bavaria and the activating of a clause

in his contract allowing the Croatian to leave for a

Champions League team. Frankfurt sporting

director Fredi Bobic described Munich’s approach

as “lacking in respect” amid a war of words

between him and Hoeness. 

      Nevertheless, aided by a pair of fortunate VAR

decisions, Kovac was able to regain his squad’s

togetherness and garner significant respect in

Berlin last month as a 3-1 cup final win over

Bayern proved to be Frankfurt’s greatest success

for three decades. In typically unpredictable

fashion, Kovac deployed Boateng as a centre

forward where he caused Mads Hummels and

Javi Martinez endless issues with his strength and

power. “Those who believe in themselves will be

rewarded and we were rewarded today," said

Boateng in the aftermath.  

      Niko Kovac is an innovate and effective coach,

the fact his team fell off a cliff in the league after

the news broke of his departure exemplifies his

effect. Although it is early in his career he has

already developed his philosophy and achieved a

great deal with Frankfurt. However, whether he

can adapt his style to suit Munich’s, a style that as

yet to seems unaligned with the philosophy

Hoeness and Rummenigge were looking for in the

past, remains open to debate. This campaign has

been one of triumph for Frankfurt and their

Croatian coach, culminating in a glorious cup win

that has Kovac on top of the world. Nevertheless,

as Kovac would say; “Nichts ist vergänglicher als

die vergangenheit." And unfortunately for Kovac,

on that occasion, he was right. Eintracht lost. 
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Where to, Boss?
Arsenal may have doubled down on the ‘Wengerism’ that has come to 

define the club but could Chelsea switch tact altogether?

While Tottenham, Liverpool and Manchester

City’s philosophies are clearly defined,

Arsenal and Chelsea found themselves in a

state of flux at the end of the season after long

periods of, if not stability in Chelsea’s case,

but of an obvious trajectory - positive or

otherwise. As a result, both Arsenal and

Chelsea face pivotal choices on not just in

who their next coach should be but what that

appointment will mean for the club’s direction

in the longer term. The choices made this

summer could define each club for the next

decade or more.  

      Unai Emery’s appointment at the Emirates has

been tinged with anticlimax. The reaction has

 barely fallen on the positive side of lukewarm.

Emery, although a meticulous and passionate

coach, struggles to meet many a fan’s

expectations. Although inexperienced,

prohibitively as it turned out, Mikel Arteta, Thierry

Henry or Patrick Vieira would have been cast as a

returning hero with a young, fresh and potentially

innovate perspective on coaching while carrying

the same perhaps misguided promise of similar

appointments at other major clubs. For every Pep

Guardiola and Zinedine Zidane there’re several

Clarence Seedorfs. Nevertheless, excitement

would have reigned.  

      The former PSG coach also fails to fulfill the

criteria of the second option, in not being a

genuine ‘elite’ level manager (admittedly, a term

more synonymous with name than actual quality)

such as Carlo Ancelotti, now of Napoli, which

would bring the expectation of immediate success

- again an exciting proposition. Nor is Emery’s

appointment reminiscent of Arsene Wenger’s  

  

arrival in 1996, one completely out of the blue

which as a result is arguably now part of the club’s

DNA given his initial successes.  

      Reported discussions with Zeljko Buvac,

Jurgen Klopp’s assistant at Liverpool, brought the

excitement of the unknown and the hope that the

club could conjure another managerial miracle.

Emery is none of these things. Meanwhile,

compounding the issue, PSG’s limp exits from the

Champions League under Emery heavily colour

the perception of the Spaniard from a Premier

League fan’s perspective, amplifying the sense of

disappointment. 

      More importantly however, Emery’s arrival

alludes to the direction that Arsenal, at board

level, want to take and although supporters may

be a little underwhelmed his signing makes sense.

In a myriad of ways, Arsene Wenger has come to

define Arsenal. While Arsenal are a historic club

with generations of success, Wenger oversaw the

club during the game’s biggest era of upheaval

and evolution - an evolution, in England at least,

heavily influenced by the Frenchman. George

Graham’s Arsenal of the late 80s and early 90s is

virtually unrecognizable now, as is much of 90s

football. Arsenal have only been Wenger’s

Arsenal in the modern era of globalisation, cutting

edge training methods and strict diets and as a

result Emery fits what is now the Arsenal mould,

defined by Wenger’s revelatory stewardship. 

      Despite his short two year spell in Paris being

characterised by gargantuan transfer deals and

runaway player power, Emery was able to bring

on some exciting young talents. His handling of

centre back Presnel Kimpembe, now PSG’s best,

and Giovanni Lo Celso in midfield, both 22,  
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underlines not just his commitment to youth but

also to development in a wider context. While

many bigger clubs may experiment with young

players from time to time, a commitment to

improving players individually across the squad is

something that characterises Wenger’s coaching

policy. There’s a sense at Arsenal, however

(un)wisely, that the moulding of younger players is

a very long term process and that they (Wenger)

will stubbornly stick with those players in which

faith has been placed, almost disregarding form or

suitability, mirroring Emery’s persistence with Lo

Celso in particular. 

      There is a thoughtfulness and an intelligence to

the way Emery conduct’s himself, much as there

was to Wenger. Although amplified by the fact that

English football historically has done the opposite,

most notably by the 70s and 80s’ blood-and-

thunder style and tactical uniformity, the feeling

that Emery intellectualizes coaching and football

itself is a strong one. He told the Guardian in 2015

that he will spend 12 hours on video per game,

leading former player Joaquín to joke, “he’s

obsessed by football, it’s practically an illness.”

Emery also ticks the box of looking to play

expansive and attacking, if not gung-ho, football,

just as Wenger and his strong gaulic contingent

brought a quintessentially French sense of

footballing finesce around the turn of the century. 

      Given the similarities between Wenger and

Emery both in style and demeanour, although

Emery will be far more animated on the touchline,

it seems Arsenal have doubled down on the ideas

that have made the club what it is, philosophies

ingrained over Wenger’s tenure. While having

flirted with adopting a more superclub-esque

persona, Emery’s arrival underlines that Wenger’s

(Arsenal’s) clearly defined ideology is here to stay.

Chelsea’s direction on the other hand may not be

so clear cut. 

      After Roman Abramovich’s purchase in 2003,

Chelsea became the archetypal ‘new money’ club.

In an age where tidal waves of foreign investment  

have become commonplace, even if cash

injections are now a little more considered than

the brash way Chelsea’s side was revolutionised,

Chelsea were the first modern example of such a

revolutionary change and led the way for

Manchester City, PSG and others. However, that

policy is now defined by PSG’s huge investment in

the playing squad in order to compete season

after season, something that was more successful

for Chelsea but has slowly started to evolve in

recent times. 

      Although turning a profit on players has long

been a component of Chelsea’s (and many

others) project, their next managerial move could

shift the club in the direction taken by Monaco in

recent years after initial eye-catching moves for

Radamel Falcao, James Rodriguez and Joao

Moutinho. Where Chelsea’s player development is

secondary to the first team’s success, Monaco’s

now intrinsically link the two.  

      Monaco are a club working in cycles. They

sign developing prospects for comparatively small

fees, often from further down the Ligue 1 table,

develop those players and slowly build a team to

compete in the latter stages of the Champions

League and at the sharp end of Ligue 1. Once that

team reaches its peak and achieve their goals the

key players are then sold off at a huge profit and

the cycle starts again. Such an exodus has

occurred twice in recent seasons. The departures

of Kylian Mbappe, Tiemoue Bakayoko, Benjamin

Mendy, Bernardo Silva and co last summer after

their glorious title win amounted to 300 million

euros worth of sales. The previous cycle ended

after a run to the Champions League quarter finals

in 2015 and the profitable losses of Anthony

Martial, Geoffrey Kondogbia, Layvin Kurzawa and

Yannick Ferreira Carrasco.  

      Chelsea’s (ab)use of the loan system has

been prominent for sometime, their tally of loaned

players pushed 40 this season, and mirrors

Monaco’s process of player sales despite

representing something of side business.  

Premier league  //  arsenal & chelsea coaches
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Except in Chelsea’s case those promising players

who prove themselves can be used to supplement

the first team. Even over recent summer transfer

windows Chelsea have quietly turned some

sizeable profits. 

      Nathan Ake’s 20m move to Bournemouth after

three loan spells having been signed as a 15 year

old from Feyenoord for £230,000, Bertrand

Traore’s £8.8m move to Lyon having signed from

Auxerre as a teenager via a pair of loan moves to

Holland, Christian Atsu joining Newcastle for

£6.5m after a £3.5m move from Porto after 5 loan

deals and Thorgan Hazard’s £5.5m move to

Borussia Monchengladbach following two loan

spells having signed for around £350,000 from

Lens as a 19 year old are all examples of a well

developed, very profitable system of recruitment

away from the first team. Those four players share

just 17 league appearances. This is not to mention

profits made in the short term on more established

names such as Ramires, Oscar, Mo Salah,

Romelu Lukaku, Juan Mata, David Luiz, Kevin De

Bruyne and Andre Schurrle. 

      Although the club’s big spending policy has yet

to truly ease up, a combined £185m was spent on

Antonio Rudiger, Bakayoko, Alvaro Morata, Davide

Zappacosta and Danny Drinkwater last summer,

looking ahead to next season and beyond

however, Chelsea are faced with a choice, one to

which their next manager will be crucial. Does the

club, and notably Roman Abramovich, have the

desire to continue competing in the same way as

the budgets and transfer fees of the Manchester

clubs, PSG and the Spanish giants becomes

increasingly inflated? If not, perhaps giving their

side project more prominence could be beneficial

rather than putting faith in the instant success that

Antonio Conte, Carlo Ancelotti and Jose Mourinho

promised upon their arrivals. 

      Should Conte leave, Chelsea, as many bigger

clubs will do in the coming years and as Arsenal

did, face a decision between the promise of instant

success and buying into a ‘project’ style of  

management. Perhaps at least in part because

there is a sense that coaches now fall, very

broadly, into one of those two camps. Although he

seems likely to stay in Italy, Juventus coach Max

Allegri. or even favourite Laurent Blanc, would

represent consistency for Chelsea, falling at the

end of the spectrum defined by immediate results,

one also populated by Conte, Mourinho and

Ancelotti. While Allegri has superbly adapted to

turnover in his squad in recent years and stayed

competitive in both domestic and european fronts,

his squad has long been characterised, perhaps

out of necessity, by experience and effectivity

rather than youth and compelling play. Although

Allegri has taken issue with negative comparison

between Juve and Napoli’s styles of late. 

      Despite his age (59) and a chain smoking,

banker backstory being at odds with the

comparatively clean cut, fresh faced look of

Thomas Tuchel, Julian Nagelsmann and others

who represent the other end of the managerial

spectrum, Maurizio Sarri would be fit perfectly into

a change in tact at Stamford Bridge. The Italian is

a coach first and foremost, intent on improving his

players and focusing on tactical awareness and

intricacies while happily leaving much of the

recruitment to others and working with what he

has. Leonardo Jardim of Monaco would provide a

similar if less charismatic presence.  

      Chelsea have the opportunity to provide a

bigger stage and more tailored coaching to the

young prospects they sign. Given such

opportunities perhaps the abilities and, by

extension, transfer fees of Traore, Thorgan

Hazard and co would have hit even greater

heights much as Mbappe and Berardo Silva’s did

under Jardim at Monaco, as opposed to having to

fend for themselves on loan. Monaco nevertheless

still place emphasis on remaining successful in

Ligue 1, which equates to making the Champions

league places, every season whatever their

turnover of playing staff. An achievable goal in

Ligue 1 for Monaco but a sizeable task for  

Premier league  //  arsenal & chelsea coaches
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Chelsea given the competitiveness of the Premier

League’s top 6 and a potential sticking point. 

      Where Arsenal have decided to double down

on the ‘Wengerism’ that has characterised the club

for more than two decades in appointing a more

modern and nuanced like-minded coach in Unai

Emery, seemingly steering clear of the big-

spending superclub ethos that has defined their

London neighbours over the last 15 years. Chelsea

are faced with the same dilemma in reverse. The

appointment of a ‘big name’ coach in tandem with  

continued attempts to compete with the likes of

PSG in the transfer market would seem to equal

the redoubling of their own entrenched

philosophy, Whereas the appointment of a coach

akin to Maurizio Sarri, as now seems likely, could

mark a shift towards a Monaco style development

system turned up to 11. Either way, both clubs will

be looking to rid themselves of the sense

disappointment that has accompanied

underwhelming league seasons. Neither club

finished inside the top four, it is clear

improvements can be made.  

Premier league  //  arsenal & chelsea coaches

atsu      in: porto, sept13, 3.5m      out: newc, aug17, 6.5m 

ake      in: feye, jun11 ,230k      out: bmouth, aug17, 20m 

traore      in: auxerre, oct13, free      out: lyon, aug17, 8.8m 

djilobodji      in: nantes, sept15, 2.7m      out: sland, aug16, 8m 

t. hazard      in: lens, jul12 ,230k      out: gladbach, jul15, 5.8m 

ramieres      in: benfica, aug10 ,17m      out: jiangsu, jan16, 25m 

costa      in: atm, jul14, 32m      out: atm, jan18, 50m 

lukaku      in: anderlecht, aug11, 2om      out: everton, jul14, 28m 

schurrle      in: leverkusen, jun13, 18m      out: wolfsburg, feb15, 22m 

bertrand      in: gill, jul05,125k      out: soton, feb15, 10m 

luiz      in: benfica, jan11, 25m      out: psg, jun14, 50m 

salah      in: basel, jan14, 11m      out: roma, aug15, 18m 

mata      in: valencia, aug11, 24m      out: man united, jan14, 37m 

de bruyne      in: genk, jan12, 7m      out: wolfsburg, jan 14, 18m 

Notable Chelsea Sales
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Two Steps Backward
Southampton’s often bold yet risky approach to managerial appointments 

has coloured much of their return to the Premier League. Despite 

unquestionable success, the naivety of their latest gamble nearly ended 

their run.

As the 2009-10 League One season drew to a

close, Southampton found themselves with

nothing to play for. Having fallen into

administration amid an unsuccessful

Championship relegation battle, a ten point

deduction saw Saints finish 7 points adrift of

the playoffs and 6th place Huddersfield Town.

Replacing Alan Pardew in September 2010, the

appointment of Nigel Adkins proved to be a

momentous one.  

      Within 2 years Southampton had returned to

the Premier League, having spent 27 consecutive

seasons in the top flight before eventual relegation

in 2005. Quite some achievement. Nevertheless,

Adkins was sacked in January 2013 despite

successive promotions as Saints sat a

respectable 15th in their first season back in the

Premier League. Having struggled to initially

adapt, collecting a solitary win from their first 13

games, Adkins’ side were on a run of 5 matches

undefeated which included draws with Chelsea

and Arsenal. 

      Contextualised by the success of the incoming

Mauricio Pochettino, and Adkin’s contrasting

trajectory since, his removal has been largely

forgotten but a sense of injustice remains obvious,

as was fan outrage at the time. Saints legend Matt

Le Tissier even theorising at the time: "I don't

know if Nigel was becoming too popular and the

chairman didn't like it - he does appear to have a

bit of an ego problem.”  

      That chairman, Nicola Cortese, justified the

decision in saying; “Whilst we acknowledge the

contribution Nigel has made during the past two  

years, for the club to progress and achieve our

long-term targets a change was needed”, Cortese

explained, “Mauricio is a well-respected coach of

substantial quality who has gained a reputation as

an astute tactician and excellent man manager.

He also shares my belief that the most successful

clubs are built by nurturing young players through

a development system that provides a clear path

to the first team, thereby creating a culture that

keeps them at the club for the long term.” A

curious statement given that this policy was also

one shared by Adkins who proved key in the early

development of Adam Lallana and Luke Shaw,

both academy graduates, as well as other young

players like Morgan Schneiderlin. 

      Although the lack faith placed in a

demonstrably successful manager and his

unceremonious dismissal are difficult to digest,

ensuing Southampton results underline that

Pochettino's appointment was the right one.

Saints comfortably survived in 14th that year

before the Argentine took the south coast club to

their equal highest Premier League finish of 8th

the following campaign before moving to Spurs.

Admittedly, given Adkins’ form at the time,

whether he would have achieved similar results

remains open to debate. Crucially however,

Pochettino’s success since has obscured the fact

that his appointment, despite clear promise, was a

sizeable gamble and has influenced every

managerial switch the club have made since. This

season, one too many risks came close to

equalling relegation. 

      While a myriad of variables contributed,  
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gambling on managerial changes has proved no

small factor is the club’s downward curve. While

credit is due for identifying such a superb coach,

although Cortese’s apparent prior relationship with

the Argentine hints that a little more luck was

involved. Pochettino should have been seen as the

exception rather than the rule. Despite fan

frustration over some lethargic displays and what

was seen as a lack of a genuine connection with

supporters, dispensing with Claude Puel last

summer after a sole season that brought a League

Cup final and an 8th place finish before replacing

him with Mauricio Pellegrino remains one of the

most absurd decisions of the Premier League era. 

      With Pochettino moving to Tottenham, the

arrivals of Ronald Koeman and then Claude Puel

were overseen by former Ice Hockey player Ralph

Krueger, who was installed as chairman following

Cortese’s resignation. Cortese became frustrated

at what he saw as the diminishing of his executive

power following the sudden death of club owner

Markus Liebherr who hired Cortese to run the club

in 2009. Liebherr’s daughter, Katharina, who

inherited the club, reportedly wanted to shift

general oversight back towards her, against

Cortese’s wishes who had been given

unprecedented power by Liebherr senior. It should

be noted that despite the harsh dismissal of Adkins

as well as ensuing fan (and Le Tissier) unrest,

Cortese was heavily supported by Pochettino and

some notable players. It is difficult to contest the

success the club had under his purview, his

ruthlessness aside. 

      Ronald Koeman nevertheless proved a

successful appointment, finishing 7th after Everton

fell away under Roberto Martinez and 6th the

following year as Liverpool struggled in transition

between Brendan Rodgers and Jurgen Klopp.

Although Koeman’s philosophy matched that

instigated by Pochettino and Cortese, his

appointment was by no mean an obvious one after

three titleless years at Feyenoord. Meanwhile,

despite the astonishing success of moving from  

7th in League One to a 6th place Premier League

finish in 6 years, maintaining such successes,

given the resources of the current top six, is and

was virtually impossible. As a result Saints’ lofty

position remained a fragile one. Koeman was

perhaps a little fortunate to arrive at a club on the

up with the processes Pochettino and Cortese has

instigated still being influential. 

      Regardless of the drop off in points under Puel

in 16/17 (48, compared to 63, 60 and 56 in the

preceding three seasons) an eighth placed finish

remains a sizeable achievement in what is an

even ‘second tier’, as Saints have discovered this

term. Many Southampton fans insist that the drab,

uninspiring football brought by Puel, Saints

scoring just 17 times in 19 home league games

that season, and a non-existent relationship with

fans facilitated a need to act. Even so, taking the

season as a whole, performances and

atmosphere worsening in the final weeks of the

campaign, it seems unlikely Koeman or

Pochettino would have been dismissed after such

a season. The decision feels remarkably rash as a

result. 

      Nevertheless, chairman Krueger spoke of a

‘negativity’ that had permeated St. Mary’s,

explaining that “we operate on a feeling, and our

feeling was that after last year something had to

change.” A poll conducted by local newspaper,

The Daily Echo, of 8,000 Saints fans in May 2017

saw 68% in favour or a change in coach.  

      A change in culture likely also contributed to

such negativity. Puel is a typical Ligue 1 coach;

tactically astute, pragmatic and a little aloof. A

cautious outlook characterizes French football

and. although obviously true of any league, results

matter more than exciting play to an even greater

extent in Ligue 1 where the clamour for a

charismatic figurehead is far less pronounced than

in England.  

      Puel’s record in France is somewhat

undulating but he has always proven himself as a

proficient coach, especially if given a strong  

Premier league  //  Southampton managers
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squad to work with. A champions League semi

final with Lyon, a superb 4th place finish with Nice,

winning Ligue 1 with Monaco in 2000 and getting

the best out of Hatem Ben Arfa remain impressive

accomplishments. Nevertheless, what translates to

English fans as a lack of leadership may have

meant his position was an irrevocable one as,

mirrored by Leicester's end to this season, the

squad seemed to have lost it’s gumption as

intensity fell away markedly. 

      While the success of Koeman at St Mary’s

remains admirable, the lasting impact of Adkins,

Cortese and especially Pochettino on the squad,

philosophy and mechanics of the club, player

recruitment in particular, provides a sizeable

asterix to those achievements, as does the

Dutchman’s failures with Everton. Meanwhile, a

baffling £20m signing of Guido Carrillo from

Monaco this winter underlines the deterioration of

Southampton’s scouting operation more recently. 

      When asked how Mauricio Pellegrino can keep

his job after Puel’s unsatisfactory single season,

Chairman Krueger somewhat contradictorily

informed the Daily Echo that “We are a club with a

plan, a long-term plan of development… a mission

to build a club with sustainability, responsibility,

with values and clear direction.” Adding with

echoes of Cortese’s statement on Pochettino’s

arrival, Krueger insisted that Pellegrino “has

completely embraced the way we operate.”

Krueger even admitted; “We are a small club and

the reality is every time we finish in single digits

(the top 9) it is a fantastic year for Southampton

Football Club.” and that, “the cup final and eighth

place for Southampton Football Club was a

fantastic season, so that definitely wasn’t

backwards.”  

      Krueger also points to the January loss of Virgil

Van Dijk for this year's troubles but, while

admittedly weakening Pellegrino’s options, the

Dutch defender bizarrely wasn’t replaced, Wesley

Hoedt’s summer addition aside, despite the influx

of cash and that his move to Liverpool was hardly 

a shock. Non to mention that Van Dijk missed 5

months of the previous campaign through injury

anyway. 

      While clearly promising, a sole successful

season, despite strong praise from his peers,

remains a little thin in terms of credentials or

evidence that Pellegrino would continue the

success of Alaves or Puel and feeds into the

sense of naivety and hastiness and that Saints

were trying to force the situation. Although

Pellegrino shared a similar path to his compatriot,

coaches of Pochettino’s standard are rare,

especially for a club of Southampton’s size. But

his failure underlines both what luck Saints had

with Pochettino’s huge success and, more

generally, how coaches are sometimes simply not

the right fit in some situations and the perfect one

in others. 

      Nonetheless, Pellegrino’s recent form was

impressive. Despite a swift exit from his first

posting at Valencia and two middling years with

Estudiantes, which ended in the sack, he oversaw

a productive 18 game spell with Independiente in

2015 and 16 which included memorable victories

over rivals Racing and River Plate. A standout

season upon his return to Spain in charge of

promoted Alaves, which included a Copa del Rey

final and an eventual 9th place finish resulted in

his arrival on the South coast. 

      Much as Sam Allardyce was at Everton, Mark

Hughes seems to have been hired in almost

cliched fashion as an experienced british manager

who will guide an underperforming Premier

League club to safety. To Hughes’ tremendous

credit, that he did when at one stage survival

seemed beyond them. Unfortunately for both

Hughes and his employers, the Southampton

hierarchy could be left with a difficult decision

early next season. Despite Hughes signing a three

year deal, do they truly see Hughes as the type of

coach that apparently Adkins and Puel were not to

lead Saints in their preordained direction. If not, do

they, as before, ruthlessly remove him should  

Premier league  //  Southampton managers
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the club hit poor form now he’s served his purpose

of keeping Southampton in the Premier League?

The bold decision to go for the win in throwing

Manolo Gabbiadini on to score the winner at

Swansea that likely kept Saints in the Premier

League underlines the fact that Hughes deserves

his shot in the longer term now that the effect of

Pochetinho’s ideas and Cortese’s ruthlessness

have seemingly completely distergrated.

Southampton are effectively starting anew. Only  

James Ward Prowse featured in the 18 for the last

day defeat to Manchester City and the squad of

Pochettino’s last game in charge. 

      Crucially for the Welshman, have Kruger and

co learnt from the mistakes of risking their entire

‘project’ by gambling on coaches simply because

it worked once before? Now the lasting influence

of Pochettino, and even Cortese, has expired, if

the answer is ‘No’, Southampton might not be so

fortunate this time next year. 

Premier league  //  Southampton managers
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Challenges for Tuchel
Few clubs could end the season with a both a domestic treble and a sense of 

disappointment, but PSG have made a habit of it. With Emery leaving, 

numerous endemic issues are now the problem of Thomas Tuchel.

Adrien Rabiot was understandably frustrated.

"We always say the same things, we always

do the same things, and in the end, we are

always beaten in the same way." Despite

preparing all season, breaking the world

record transfer fee twice and facing, by their

standards, an out of form opponent, PSG were

comfortably beaten at the Bernabeu. “It’s all

well and good putting eight goals past Dijon,”

Rabiot continued “but it’s in matches like this

that you have to stand up and be counted.”

Such complaints are nothing new.  Although

the second round tie’s second leg was still to

come, PSG’s Champions League capitulation

was tinged with the inevitable and a sense of

deja vu. The eventual exit ensured Unai

Emery’s departure, leaving German Thomas

Tuchel to struggle with the same obstacles of

rampant short termism, an unruly squad and

perpetual mental fragility which have plagued

the Parisiens in pivotal games for some time. 

      Paris St Germain are newcomers, only

forming as recently as 1970 after the merger of

Stade Saint Germain and FC Paris while Qatar

Sports Investment’s arrival in 2011 has over-

inflated their reputation and status. As Zlatan

Ibrahimovic said in 2016; “What happened before

that, with all respect… this club was born the day

the Qataris took over.” In Ligue 1 terms, PSG had

often been a fairly successful club and remain the

sole major representative of one of Europe’s

largest and most influential cities but the obvious

scope for a major European footballing power to

develop at the Parc des Princes was never truly

realised, despite promise in their late 80s and

early 90s zenith. 

A pair of league titles and a haul of seven cups in

the 80s and 90s puts PSG’s historical stature

beneath that of Marseille, Lyon, St Etienne,

Monaco and perhaps even Nantes and Bordeaux.

Even now, despite the dominance that has led to

three domestic trebles in four seasons, PSG are

yet to truly assume the mantle as the genuine

leader of world football that Paris has always

threatened to provide. PSG’s entire philosophy

unwittingly feeds into the idea that the club itself is

not a powerful or meaningful entity and merely the

vessel for a collection of celebrity forwards. Paris

lack heart, pride and weight, and despite their

domestic omnipotence and incomparable wealth

they are, at least in part, repeatedly held back as

a result. 

      This is highlighted by the outright failure, so

far, of their quasi-galacticos policy which, despite

the club throwing billions of euros at players every

season, has seen them plateau for some time.

The Madrid tie as a whole played out as other

Champions League exits have during the QSI era,

where PSG are yet to go beyond the quarter finals

under Qatari rule. Monaco’s run to the semi finals

last year, not to mention usurping PSG to win the

French title, despite a policy rooted in youth

development and a much smaller budget, only

underlined the flaws in the Paris plan and

amounted to something of a humiliation.  

      The 4-0 first leg win over Barcelona last

season seemed to have been a turning point but

the return leg’s disintegration was almost

laughably familiar. When faced with a genuine

chance to better a club Paris see as their ‘peers’,

a team that they can’t overwhelm via sheer  
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weight of star players, mental frailty, a lack of

leadership and simple mistakes under pressure

continue to hurt them. The team, just like the club,

lacks presence. Barcelona’s intensity, ferocity and

sheer persistence was enough to completely

dismantle PSG in the ’remontada’ 6-1 defeat at the

Nou Camp, rather than an irresistible, unplayable

Messi inspired classic Barca display. 

      While the reasons for their catastrophically

weak performance are by no mean limited to this,

Unai Emery’s side again mirrored their club as a

whole; lacking leaders, gumption, direction and

stature. It was a similar story in the previous years’

second leg quarter final loss at Manchester City.

Kevin De Bruyne’s goal sealing City’s progression

almost by default after another insipid, lacklustre

display after Laurent Blanc’s bizarre switch to the

barely (never form the start) used 352 set up. 

      Although many of their issues are also at least

partly situational (the regular lack of domestic

resistance in particular) as well as of their own

making, for Tuchel to mould this team and,

perhaps more importantly, the club itself into an

outfit capable of challenging for the trophy PSG’s

hierarchy has become obsessed with, a change in

tact is needed on almost all fronts. Some identity

needs to be established beyond the plasticy,

shallow club and its ethos Paris have managed to

design for themselves during the QSI era. 

      Runaway player power and pandering to their

stars has become a central theme. Although

Neymar has been its epicentre this season, player

dominance has long been ingrained,

predominantly during Zlatan Ibrahimovic’s stay in

Paris. The overriding feeling is that, from some

player’s perspectives, PSG as a club doesn't truly

carry much significance. Which may be partly a

byproduct of the ‘new money’ style set up and the

complete overhaul of everything under QSI, but it

is also born out of an inability to add to, or prize,

the image or perception of the club itself.  

      Although it may take some time for PSG to be

regarded with reverence like Manchester United,  

  

Barcelona or Bayern Munich, the club have made

few steps in that direction. Neymar not returning to

Paris for their title win and merely instagramming

his congratulations with a shot of his TV and a

poker game in the foreground says a lot about his

respect for the club. While a tantrum thrown

against Lyon over Edinson Cavani taking set

pieces which resulted in him being given oversight

in all dead ball situations was merely a

continuation of the attitude that allowed Zlatan

Ibrahimovic to stop his final game for the club

early, have his children run onto the pitch and

then head down the tunnel without being subbed

and leaving his teammates to play out the final

few minutes of an admittedly meaningless game

with Nantes with 10 men. As a result, chairman

Nasser Al-Khelaifi’s comments to L’equipe last

month that "Nothing & no single person is bigger

than the club, that goes for coach & players. The

club comes & always will come first", seem rather

hollow. 

      Focusing on recruiting these superstar

forwards to begin with has only heightened the

sense of meaningless surface sheen at PSG. A

front line that cost 500m euros, including names

like Neymar, Cavani, Mbappe and Di Maria, and

Ibrahimovic beforehand, has led to the neglection

of the rest of the squad. Problem areas have

started to develop, a mere glance past the

headlines acts makes for surprisingly

underwhelming reading when comparing PSG to

those they considered themselves on par with.

Once again it is a policy defined by a naive

desperation for immediate success with little care

for solid foundations. 

      Goalkeeper, full back, depth at centre back

and large parts of the midfield remain issues.

Kevin Trapp’s calamitous spell in Paris seems to

be coming to an end but his errors, inability to deal

with crosses and disastrous distribution will take

some forgetting. A cut price option at the time, 9m

euros from Frankfurt, to leave room to sign the

latest big name forward to become available,  

Ligue1  //  psg appoint tuchel
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Angel Di Maria (63m), it became clear that his was

far below the level required. 

      This is a situation mirrored in Yuri Berchiche’s

signing at left back, the lack of a replacement for

an aging Thiago Motta in midfield, the hole left by

Blaise Matuidi’s dynamism and sticking with only

three centre backs. One of which, Presnel

Kimpembe, is very inexperienced and another,

Thiago Silva, has failed to live up to his reputation

for some time. With such context, the 180 million

euros to be spent on Kylian Mbappe, his talent

aside, despite the presence of Angel Di Maria,

Lucas Moura, Julian Draxler, Javier Pastore,

Cavani and Neymar, is almost laughable.  

      A lack of direction or any sense of a holistic

policy in this area has been an issue since the

departure of Leonardo in 2013. Patrick Kluivert’s

stint proving particularly farcical, the Dutchman not

recognising new signing Thomas Meunier as they

shared a taxi on PSG’s preseason tour.  “To get to

the airport of Los Angeles, I sat in the same car as

him,” the Belgian explained, “I greeted him, we

talked a bit, then he asked me a little reluctantly

who I was. ‘I am a PSG player’ I told him. He did

not recognize me." 

      However, Tuchel is already asserting himself,

looking to develop the players he has rather than

splurging on big names or cutting corners with cut

price alternatives, which is also a by product of

FFP. “If the transfer window closed tonight, I would

be very happy,” the German asserted at his

unveiling, “I am confident in the players that have

built this team. I need to learn to know them.

Sometimes, you have to put faith in patience, allow

young players to grow.” Putting ‘faith in patience’

could be a pivotal change of direction in the longer

term for a club that has recently done anything but. 

      Allowing ‘young players to grow’ has long been

an issue in Paris. Tuchel is seen as more of a

“project” manager rather than one who might bring

the promise of instant results like Antonio Conte,

Max Allegri or Carlo Ancelotti, developing those

players produced by what has been a criminally  

  

overlooked academy will be key. Tuchel’s two

year contract however, shows little faith his ability

to develop youth development in the long, or even

medium, term and an unwillingness to truly buy

into Tuchel’s ideals. While Unai Emery has made

progress in this area, putting faith in Adrien Rabiot

and Alphonse Areola, bringing on centre back

Presnel Kimpembe and allowing Giovanni Lo

Celso to flourish, the lack of a playing core raised

by PSG has fed into the lack of weight to how to

club is perceived.  

      It was telling that Adrien Rabiot was the man

to criticise his sides display at the Bernabeu.

Although Kimpembe and Areola have been more

prominent this season, he is the only member of

the squad to come through the youth system, to

have PSG hardwired into his footballing outlook

and as a result is arguably the only player to buy

into the idea that winning for PSG might mean

more than just winning.  

      In QSI’s attempts to manufacture a superclub

they seem to have overlooked the role

homegrown talent has played in their rival’s

successes. While Real Madrid are aguebly an

exception to the rule, La Masia’s influence at

Barcelona, the role Manchester United’s Class of

92 and the prominence of Bayern Munich’s youth

products are all hard to ignore when looking at

their recent peaks. Given the club’s murky

Financial Fair Play situation and with the fee for

Mbappe due this summer, Tuchel may have little

choice but to develop what he has. 

      Although ‘mercenaries’ might be a little strong,

PSG’s leaderless group of highly paid superstars

and egos has breed a certain disunity. Again, the

squad’s pronounce cliques date back to

Ibrahimovic's days but these social groups are so

entrachted that Le Parisien produced a venn

diagram detailing the divisions. Unai Emery’s

decision to keep an aging and faltering Thiago

Silva was supposedly influenced by the increasing

strength of the Brazilian contingent after the

arrivals of Dani Alves and Neymar in the summer.  

Ligue1  //  psg appoint tuchel
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Fortunately, this is an area for improvement Tuchel

has already pinpointed, promising at his presser

that “with someone like Maxwell alongside me, we

are going to be able to create a unique team spirit.

Pep Guardiola created one at Barcelona, I am

going to try to put one into place at PSG.” 

      Worryingly however, although Tuchel’s

appointment may seem like a considered decision

with the longer term future of PSG  in mind at first

glance, the decision to hire him was made by the

Amir of Qatar, not Chairman Al-Khelaifi, and was in

conflict with Sporting Director Antero Henrique’s  

Ligue1  //  psg appoint tuchel

choice of Sergio Conceicao who took Nantes from

19th to the top seven in 6 months before winning

the Portuguese title with Porto this season despite

making no major additions to the squad. It seems

that little has truly changed. 

      While Thomas Tuchel insisted: “We are PSG.

We need to be the best that PSG can be.” What

‘PSG’ actually is needs a drastic overhaul and,

although QSI may baulk at the idea, Tuchel has

the skills be the coach to change the club’s tact

and persona but it’ll likely take more than two

years for Paris to be ready ‘to stand up and be

counted’ as Adrien Rabiot so desperately  

wants. 
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Limited LOSC
Gerard Lopez's purchase of Lille started with the promise of Marcelo Bielsa's 

and exciting young players but after narrowly avoiding relegation twice, the 

future looks bleak,
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Describing a season as ‘nightmarish’,

‘catastrophic’ and ‘like a hallucination’ might

sound like fan hyperbole but remarkably,

having stated when buying the club in

January 2017 that the aim was a title

challenge within two years, those were the

words of Lille owner Gerard Lopez.  

      Given that avoiding relegation has become

the club’s only focus this campaign, Lopez’s

outlook has significantly darkened and,

unfortunately for LOSC, when speaking to RMC

in April his bleak assessment was an accurate

one. Since then, despite fans attacking players,

widespread squad indiscipline and overbearing

financial concerns, Les Dogues have managed to

scramble from the wreckage of Marcelo Bielsa’s

reign and out of danger from both relegation and

an administrative demotion due to

financial concerns. Nevertheless, with the club in

turmoil, next season could yet be their last in

Ligue 1.  

      Marcelo Bielsa left an indelible mark on

french football  during his short reign at Marseille.

Despite only truly performing for two thirds of the

Argentine's sole full season at the Velodrome,

Bielsa’s incarnation of Marseille were the most

exhilarating Ligue 1 has enjoyed for some years.

Having resigned dramatically after the opening

loss to Caen to the following season after a pay

cut was supposedly forced upon him and his

staff, the prospect of a return seemed slim.

Nevertheless France Football reported in

Summer 2016 that Luxembourg businessman

Gerard Lopez was looking to acquire OM and

reinstate his ‘friend’, Bielsa. 

      Marseille was eventually sold to LA Dodgers

owner Frank McCourt but, disgruntled by missing  

out, Lopez’s arrangement with El Loco

remained in place as the focus switched to Lille.

After protracted negotiations, Lopez’s purchase of

the club was finally ratified on deadline day in

January 2017 and seven players where instantly

parachuted in. By the time Bielsa took charge for

the first time against Nantes for the opening day

of this campaign, long time Marseille assistant

and caretaker coach Franck Passi kept Lille in the

division after Frederic Antonetti’s sacking, another

nine notable additions had been made and

seventeen had left. Only captain Ibrahim Amadou

started consecutive opening games. 

      While issues surrounding Lopez’s finances

remained in question, his endeavors with the

Lotus Formula 1 team ended in 130m euros worth

of debt and having to sell up, the credentials of his

inner circle were undeniable. Director general

Marc Ingla had spent a decade developing

Barcelona’s brand as vice-president with his

“virtuous circle” policy.  “No matter how distressed

you are financially and sporting wise,” Ingla

explained to the Independant last year, “the only

means to have a positive dynamic, to generate

more resources and to be competitive is to invest.

Invest in the sporting project, and make few

mistakes.” 

      Luis Campos, former Real Madrid scout and

Monaco technical director from 2013 to 2016, was

added to the team (from under the nose of

Marseille) and given oversight in transfer dealings

as sporting director. Replicating the success of

Monaco’s young player recruitment was Lille’s

aim. “We want to promote a spectacular and

winning football playing style,” Ingla said, “betting

with young talents, we want to do that openly.”

However, the extent of Campos’ purview and its  
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overlap with that of Bielsa’s, the final part of

Lopez’s inner circle, was a sizeable first mis-step. 

      Meanwhile such ideals of youth development

to accompany vibrant, attacking football were

taken naively to the nth degree by both men. So

much so that, aside from goalkeeper Vincent

Enyeama (35) who has been exiled from the first

team all year, the oldest player on the club’s

books at the end of the summer window became

fullback Kevin Malcuit who had just turned 26.

Experienced pros and long serving stalwarts such

as former France international midfielder Rio

Mavuba (13 caps, 2004-14), wizened centre back

Marko Basa, captain and full back Franck Beria

as well as rangey Portuguese forward Eder were

all over 30 and all unceremoniously dispensed

with. A painfully inexperienced, leaderless,

disparate group was left as a result. 

      Weather the group of players was assembled

by Bielsa or Campos, or whose signings were

whose, mattered little as Lille played like a team

hastily thrown together in oddly uncharacteristic

displays for a Bielsa team. Lille were lacklustre,

disjointed and often excruciatingly dull, a stark

contrast to the freewheeling, gung-ho outlook

seen at the Velodrome, one which El Loco is

typically known for. 

      The high point of their season came in a 3-0

opening day win over Claudio Ranieri’s Nantes,

but chaos quickly ensued. The following defeat at

Strasbourg saw Bielsa make three first half

changes, the first two being enforced by injuries

but the third, on 39mins, to remove full back Fode

Ballo-Toure, was tactical. As a result when keeper

Mike Magnan was sent off just after the hour they

were unable to replace him. Bizarrely, diminutive

forward Nicolas de Preville was put in goal before

later swapping with the more suited Amadou. The

three goals the pair conceded were hardly

surprising. 

      Lille had to wait until November 5th for their

next win, 3-0 over bottom side Metz, but

Bielsa’s fate seemed to be already decided. The

intervening disastrous form was coloured by  

players deployed out of position, ball playing

central midfield and marquee 14m euro signing

Thiago Maia’s move to left back being especially

baffling, and an explosive press conference in

which Bielsa accused journalists of lying and his

players of deciding no to put in enough effort.

Another 3-0 scoreline, this time in losing at

promoted Amiens, was to be his last. 48 hours

later Bielsa was suspended from his duties (he

didn’t actually depart until mid December after

demanding a 9.5m euro pay out), something

Campos had reportedly wanted for sometime as

their relationship had quickly deteriorated. 

      Having been suspended, Bielsa’s Lille reign

ended in bizarre fashion; photographed in a Lille

cafe watching his side lose, again 3-0, at

Montpellier on a laptop. Former club president

Michel Seydoux asserted to France Football that

the Argentine’s appointment had been a mistake,

bemoaning the “recruitment, the discarded

players, the strategic mistakes, that's all that

leads to the current situation, to this calamity.”  

      Unsurprisingly given his clashes with Bielsa,

Campos agreed stating; “You cannot build a team

without having a spine of experienced players to

support quality youngsters," Campos told RMC,

"For me, that was when the project was broken…
the club decided to give practically all the power

to the former coach and in my opinion, that

moment is going to weigh heavily on the whole

season." While Bielsa would likely argue that

Campos’ meddling with his staff and recruitment

process in general had been the determining

factor, the lack of experience has been key. 

      Pragmatic former St Etienne coach

Christophe Galtier was appointed over the winter

break as an experienced and assured presence

to save the club form relegation. Across 8 years

with St Etienne Galtier had taken the club from

relegation worriers to European regulars, often

eeking the best from distinctly average

squads but boring the rest of France into

submission in doing so. At the Stade Pierre-

Mauroy however, he walked in on a mess. 
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      Lille were expected to improve under Galtier’s

more considered, defensive stewardship but after

an initial victory at Caen the following 14 games

produced just one further win. As a result, Lille

spent an uninterrupted spell between February

and May in the bottom three, 18th now being a

relegation playoff rather than automatic demotion.

The immaturity of Lille’s squad continued to

characterise their narrative. Promising forward

Nicolas Pepe was benched for supposedly

bringing a ‘weapon’ to training, Amadou bunked

off one of Galtier’s video review sessions and

players were then pictured leaving a nightclub in

the early hours before a trip to Marseille.  

      The eventual 5-1 defeat at the Velodrome, 4-0

down inside 38 minutes, led Campos to brand the

team “idiots” in the dressing room post game rant

while supporters group Les DVE referred to the

squad as ‘mercenaries’ who ‘spend their time in

nightclubs, indulging in alcohol, humiliate the club

and don’t hesitate to disparage their fans home

and away’. 

      A 1-1 home draw with Montpellier in March

was halted by a pitch invasion that saw Nicolas

Pepe attacked by supporters while Thiago Maia

reported that a fan had “tried to kick out at me but

the steward took the blow”. Lille fans then had to

be held back by police as they chanted up at

Lopez “if we go down, we'll take you down.” The

ensuing chaos even spooked an investor who had

been invited to the game supposedly ready to

pledge 20 million in sponsorship. While it seemed

as if Lille would have to play the rest of their

season behind closed doors but that decision that

was eventually overturned. Although at this point

it was difficult to tell whether a lack of fans would

actually be prohibitive or not, such was the toxicity

of the atmosphere.  

      Nevertheless, despite their raft of issues,

Lille’s squad remains talented and, on paper, far

superior to their relegation rival’s. With four

games left, although their desperate form made

hopes of points seem slim, an opportunity

presented itself - a run of three winnable games.

With home fans reinstalled they witnessed what

proved to be a 3-1 triumph over bottom side Metz,

their first victory since January. The second

proved the pivotal moment. 2-1 down with ten

minutes to play at fellow strugglers Toulouse, late

goals from Pepe and Mailian midfielder Yves

Bissouma pulled LOSC clear of the relegation

places. A 2-1 home win over a notoriously poor

away side with nothing to play for in Dijon the

following weekend took Galtier’s side to 38 points

and, somehow, mathematical safety. 

      Although Lille entered the final round free

from the bottom three, their fight against

relegation was not yet over. French football’s

notoriously strict financial watchdog, the DNCG

have long questioned the sources of Lopez’s

funds and the validity of LOSC’s budget. A

meeting at the end of May was called to decide

Lille’s fate after the DNCG tasked Lopez and co

to plug a 25 million euro gap earlier in the year

and banned them from signing players over the

winter window. Bastia and Troyes have both been

‘administratively relegated’ in recent years as their

initial budgets failed to meet the requirements of

the DNCG before quickly making up much smaller

deficits and being allowed to continue.  

      Troyes in particular were financially

hamstrung upon promotion as a result three years

ago and endured a nightmare season in which

they failed to remain even remotely competitive,

taking just three wins and 18 points. Although

Lopez remained confident, telling Canal+, "I do

not see any risks", a history of DNCG sanctions,

including a transfer ban already imposed on his

club this season, suggested there was more to

concern Lille fans than Lopez was willing to

admit. Lille were, after some deliberation, allowed

to continue in Ligue 1 at the start of June but their

statement was ominous. “Lille responded as

required to making the changes demanded by the

DNCG. As a result, the DNCG has lifted the ban

on recruitment and confirmed that the club will be

retained in Ligue 1. The club has forecast sales in

its projected budget for the 2018-19 season. The 
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 DNCG will oversee player purchases to ensure

that the budget is not exceeded.”  

Although it seems players sales are a must, with

the DNCG watching over their shoulders, given

the considerable time to find investment and

sponsorship as well as the chance to agree a

lucrative sale or two, LOSCUnlimited, as Lopez

and co cringingly branded their project, may yet

flourish. A few 

experienced additions and the development of

younger players under Galtier’s astute if

unimaginative leadership could yet see Lille

challenge for European places this time next year.

Nevertheless the extent of the 'player purchases

to ensure that the budget is not exceeded' will be

a key factor and could yet cripple Lille as it did

Troyes. For now however, in the colorful words of

Michel Seydoux: “The club is not fucked.” Yet.

Metz 3-2 Lille 

13/08/16 
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nantes 3-0 Lille 
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Lille Opening Day 11s
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35 - At 35, meandering Sampdoria striker Fabio 

Quagliarella has had the most prolific season 

of his career. While his talent has always been 

obvious, often catching the eye with a host of 

sensational strikes, his career and his life were 

nearly derailed by a stalker. Nevertheless, 

manager Marco Giampaolo has finally helped 

Quagliarella find consistency.
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Fabio, Son of Naples
At 35, meandering Sampdoria striker Fabio Quagliarella has had the most 

prolific season of his career. While his talent has always been obvious, often 

catching the eye with a host of sensational strikes, his career and his life 

were nearly derailed by a stalker. Nevertheless, manager Marco Giampaolo 

has finally helped Quagliarella find consistency.

35

"It would be one of those goals that, at the

time, only Maradona could score. A weird

goal, something that would make people go

crazy... a long-range shot, a powerful kick in

the last second of an important match." Fabio

Quagirlerlia’s childhood dream would come

true, eventually. After a somewhat mandering

career, encompassing the spectacular and the

downright horrifying, Quagliarella has had the

best season of his life at 35. Although he may

have morphed into a more orthodox striker at

Sampdoria under Marco Giampaolo, the ‘long

range shot and powerful kicks’ have long

been his trademark. 

      ‘With him they know there's no escape he

shoots from the midfield and with no problem he

scores a goal,’ Napoli fans would sing, ‘he is not

able to score a normal goal but we like him this

way, he makes the whole city dream.’ Player

specific songs are rare at the San Paolo, Diego

Maradona heading a small group to be honoured,

but Fabio Quagliarella’s, born in Castellammare

di Stabia just along the coast from Naples, is well

earned. An astounding volley “against my Napoli”

as Quagliarella, a boyhood fan, put it, won the

Italian the goal of the season award in 2009 when

playing for Udinese. Incredibly, that strike merely

competes to be his best ever. 

      An audacious chip for 25 yards as Italy

desperately chased down Slovakia at the World

Cup in 2010, a near post back heel against

Udinese when with Juventus, and an absurd 40

yard lob on the turn during his first spell with  

Samp away at Chievo join countless volleys,

delightful chips, bicycle kicks and long range

rockets. While songs sung from terraces are often

hyperbolic, given that Quagliarella’s league total

has only recently surpassed 150, endless

YouTube compilations of glorious strikes lend

support to the idea that he really is ‘not able to

score a normal goal’. The late editor of the

Gazzetta dello Sport, Candido Cannavo even

went as far as to describe Quaglierella’s goals as

‘beautiful and impossible’. 

      This season, however, has been different. 19

goals in 33 Serie A games represents the zenith

of Quagliarella’s career, 13 being the high

watermark previously, while his all-action,

speculative displays have been moulded into

more predatory, composed outings leading

Sampdoria’s front line. It almost inevitable Italian

fashion, the 35 year old joins a host of fellow

Serie A forwards to thieve in their 36th year;

Alessandro Del Piero scored 13 goals and took 10

assists, Francesco Totti managed 15 goals and

11 assists while Antonio Di Natale reached 29

strikes with 8 assists. 

      "There are no secrets,” the forward explains “it

is love for this job, if you can call it that, with the

desire to improve myself always, because I am

very critical of myself. The environment [at Samp]

I like a lot, the coach is very good. It's a mix that

makes me feel good.” Finding the right

environment has been something of a career long

pursuit for Fabio. The move to Sampdoria,

arriving in the 2016 winter window, was  
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Quagliarella’s tenth as a professional, having also

spent the 2006-07 campaign at the Marassi. After

a smattering of outings with Torino as a

youngster at the turn of the century, Quagliarella

had to wait until the 05-06 season to establish

himself in the top tier with a miserly 3 goal haul

across 34 league games for then Serie A

midtable outfit Ascoli.  

      Sampdoria would, not for the last time, prove

to be the right place for Quagliarella as 13 in 35

the following season finally saw him establish

himself at 24 years of age, having been first

noticed at just 5 playing in his back garden. A pair

of productive seasons as part of an exciting

Udinese side which included Di Natale and Alexis

Sanchez followed and earnt a move home to

Napoli. “A dream comes true,” beamed

Quagliarella upon signing, “I've always been a

blues fan.” Shockingly however, that dream would

fade and in hellacious circumstances.  

      "I always had imagined myself as captain of

Napoli; of winning something with them because

they were becoming as good a team as they are

now," Quagliarella told Mediaset last year. "If

none of this had happened, I am certain I would

still be playing there now." After just one season,

however, he was gone. “A stalker tormented me

for over five years," Fabio told newspaper Le

Iene, “It started with a password problem. Then I

started getting anonymous letters with pictures of

naked girls, accusing me of paedophilia, of

working with the Camorra (the mafia), of dealing

drugs, of fixing games.” 

      The player’s family and friends were also

targeted as the situation escalated. “My father

received threatening messages.” Quagliarella

explained, “They told him that someone would

shoot me in the head or that they’d blow up my

home with a bomb." Napoli were sent letters too,

falsely accusing Fabio of the same crimes. “Any

tiny scare suddenly became a huge danger, once

you knew about these threats. You felt constantly

like you were being watched, under threat,  

always looking to see who was eyeing you

sideways. You cannot imagine the tension just

being at home.” 

      A man close to Quagliarella, a police officer,

had been aiding the Quagliarella family in

investigating the stalker but that investigation had

got nowhere. “In the end, my father figured it out.”

Fabio recounts, “He realised the authorities never

got my formal complaints because the stalker was

keeping them all to himself.” His friend, the

policeman, had been the stalker. These

‘investigations’ came to nothing because the

stalker kept all Quagliarella’s complaints to

himself and continued to send threatening

messages. Although the policeman’s crimes were

eventually unearthed, Quagliarella was advised

not to discuss the case and he was sold

unceremoniously to Juventus in 2010. 

      “People accused me of leaving Napoli for

money, but that was not true and really annoyed

my family. The fans cared for me and felt

betrayed, but they couldn’t know the real reason I

left.” As a result, Napoli's notoriously vociferous

support labelled him a ‘traitor’. “I tried to let them

know how much I loved Napoli with little gestures,

like refusing to celebrate after a goal for Torino.”

Quagliarella explained, "I knew of the importance

of this [playing for Napoli] for my city," the forward

asserted in a harrowing interview with the

Bleacher Report last year, his love for the club

unwavering. "Napoli fans saw themselves in me. I

knew I was not alone when entering the pitch, but

I was there with a whole city. It was the dream of

many fans, which I was realizing." 

      By all accounts Quagliarella is a genuine and

thoughtful professional. Although his classically

Italian wide eyed goal celebrations might hint

otherwise, “he's a serious and humble guy,” says

Aniello Bardella, Quagliarella’s first trainer at

youth club Junior Gragnano, “At 9 he already

thought only of training every day.” Having left

home at just 13, for a boarding school in Turin at

the other end of the country, Fabio found it tough.  
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"I called home at three in the morning, in tears. I

spoke with my mother, I wanted to come back to

her." But young Fabio stoically carried on. “I owe

everything to my family who supported me with a

thousand sacrifices,” he later maintained,

speaking with Il Mattino. 

      That work ethos remains true today. "He

knows how to do things, he knows how to train,

he has played important games in his career, he

is mature but he is also supported by an excellent

physical condition,” praises Giampaolo “at 34-35

years old has an enviable physical and mental

condition.” Clearly an admirer Giampaolo made  

Quagliarella his captain at Samp this season.

“Fabio has reached a very high level of reliability

and perfection in training... there are players who 

have perceptions of space and time that others do

not have.” 

     Fabio Quagliarella’s career has been an

undulating one but he has handled the peaks an

throths with a quiet resolution and respect, from

his outrageous goals to his shirt number.

Quagliarella’s ever present number 27 is in

honour of Niccolo Galli, a former friend and youth

academy teammate who died in a road accident

back in 2001. Napoli fans’ tribute to Quagliarella

remains the most fitting however. When news of

Quagliarella’s stalker ordeal emerged, a banner at

the San Paolo read: “You’ve lived through hell

with enormous dignity. We will embrace you

again, Fabio, son of this city.” 
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la liga

40 - Almost Perfect: Having started the season 

as ‘inferior’ to Real Madrid, Barcelona’s 

emphatic domestic double should be a triumph. 

Instead a slight feeling of the underwhelming 

can’t be ignored as Madrid (and Roma) still 

managed to have an effect despite the 17 point 

La Liga gap.
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Almost Perfect
Having started the season as ‘inferior’ to Real Madrid, Barcelona’s emphatic 

domestic double should be a triumph. Instead a slight feeling of the 

underwhelming can’t be ignored as Madrid (and Roma) still managed to have 

an effect despite the 17 point La Liga gap.
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“How do you feel?” Ernesto Valverde was

asked after a 4-2 win over Deportivo La

Coruna secured the league title, and Depor’s

relegation, in April. “I don’t know,” he replied,

“like someone who has just won the league.”

While Valverde’s understated response may

have been characteristic, it also felt

appropriately low key. “I imagine that when

time passes I’ll realise this doesn’t happen

every day.” he explained, “I suppose that’s

the problem with winning it with four games

left, if it was the last minute of the last day

maybe we would still be out there. We

wouldn’t be happier but maybe we would be

more expressive.”  

      Although he remains stoically calm, Valverde

preferring to shift the focus to his team, the 54

year old’s achievements are difficult to ignore.

Barcelona had opened their campaign with a 5-1

aggregate loss to then reigning La Liga and

double European champions Real Madrid in the

Spanish Supercopa, a tie that led Gerard Pique to

state that this was the first time he had felt

“inferior” to Madrid. Nevertheless, Barca won 11

of their first 12 La Liga outings and opened a 10

point gap to both Madrid sides, Valencia in

second 4 points back. By the halfway stage Barca

were 9 points clear at the top, a mammoth 16

points ahead of Real and still undefeated. When

asked what he did to change things, Valverde

simply responded “I tried not to get in the way.”  

      Former club Athletic Bilbao’s drop off from

four successive European campaigns to a lowly

16th this year underlines Valverde’s modesty.

This is the first title won by a team who were  

unbeaten at that point since 1932 and the earliest 

title in 20 seasons, Barca surpassing Real

Sociedad’s unbeaten 38 game record in the

process, also set over two campaigns in 1979 and

1980. The record is now 43. Barcelona account

for seven of the last ten league titles while this is

the eighth double in their history, three of those

were also in the last ten years. Adding a 5-0 Copa

del Rey final win too, ‘Who are the best team in

Spain?’ appears to be silly question but

unfortunately for Barcelona so is: ‘Who are the

best team in Europe?’ 

      As resounding as their victory remains,

Valverde’s unexpected achievements remain

coloured by other forces. “Only one person gets to

pick the best player,” explained Atletico Madrid

coach Diego Simeone after their crucial loss to

Barca in March, “and the best player is with them.

If we took the Barcelona shirt off Messi and put

him in an Atletico shirt, we might have won.”

Although his relative goal record may not attest to

the fact, Lionel Messi’s influence has been

obscene even by his unearthly standards in

17/18. With the title all but assured following the

Atleti win, the Catalan leaning Sport’s headline

read “God’s League”. While less devine displays

in the Champions League caveat such praise, a

sense Messi omnipotence has characterised the

Spanish domestic campaign.  

      Without the Argentine, Barcelona were

comparatively frail and often a little lightweight. 2-

0 down at Sevilla, their unbeaten record under

serious threat, Messi’s introduction lead to Luis

Suarez’s 88th minute strike and a Messi equalizer

just a minute later. Unsurprisingly the best player

of all time is sorely missed. As a result it’s difficult  
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to escape the feeling that Messi won the title and

did so in spite of, by Barca’s standards, an

average cast of supporting acts. Barcelona

became a little less exuberant and free-flowing

and a little more effective and solid this year.

Other titles may have been harder fought but they

were won with far more style and grace. 

      Messi’s supremacy was underlined by a

bizarre omission for what will become a

legendary trip to Levante. A game that will tarnish

Barcelona’s victories this year. With the World

Cup approaching, the league title secured and

just two games to play, Messi’s fitness - extreme

tiredness having been a clear issue in Brazil 2014

- needed to be protected. With a friendly trip to

South Africa during the week to come, for which a

Messi appearance had been promised, Messi

was left at home. 56 minutes in Barcelona were

5-1 down.  

      Gerard Pique’s introduction, also rested, after

31 minutes had done little to brace the rising tide

of Paco Lopez’s in form Levante. Although a

Philippe Coutinho hat trick helped Barca back to

5-4, they were unable to complete the comeback

and their unbeaten season was, in foolish, fascial

circumstances, over. Barca had even survived 45

minutes with ten men in the classico a week

earlier, again largely thanks to Messi. While the

‘invincible’ tag carries less weight than in

England, their title was skewed further. 

      Context remains crucial in Spain. Whatever

Barcelona’s on-paper achievements they will

perpetually be cast in contrast to Real Madrid’s.

After a poor start to the league campaign,

Cristiano Ronaldo remarkably only managed 4

league goals before Christmas, Madrid found

themselves cut adrift before their form recovered.

As a result the usual, arguably only, competition

for La Liga’s top spot was removed meaning the

feeling that Barcelona won the league by default

is also inescapable. Gareth Bale’s scissor kick,

Zinedine Zidane’s ultimate mic drop and a 13th

European cup, an unprecedented third  

Champions League win in succession, casts even

darker shadows over the Nou Camp. As a result,

Barca may have won the league but they arguably

haven’t bested Real Madrid, which, in their

ubiquitous battle, remains paramount. 

      The weight of context was amplified further by

Barcelona’s calamitous exit form the same

competition. “Mission Impossible” highlighted the

Italian perspective on the front of Gazzetta dello

Sport as Barca took a 4-1 lead to Rome for the

second leg of their Champions League quarter

final tie. The ensuing 3-0 defeat, loss on away

goals and Peter Drury explosion may have been a

shock but it was also deserved. The defeat was “a

failure with no excuses” proclaimed Sport while

Valverde admitted that the debacle ‘marked’ their

season. Barca were complacent and they can

have no complaints, 4-1 at the Nou Camp having

proved a remarkably flattering result as did the

defeat of Chelsea in the previous round.

Barcelona somehow escaping London with a

draw and an away goal despite Willian’s best

efforts. A sole mistake that presented Iniesta with

the chance to slot in Messi proved pivotal. 

      Despite the theoretical achievements of

Barcelona across the campaign, of Messi and

Valverde in particular, the lingering sense of the

underwhelming highlights an emerging, perhaps

even entrenched, trend across European football -

that the league title no longer carries weight for a

certain level of club. While the chasm between

Europe’s top 8 to 10 sides and the rest has been

growing for some time, the goals of the two tiers

have truly become divorced in recent years.  

      While they may be in a unique position, in that

that cup defines them as an entity, it could be

argued that Real Madrid only really play for one

competition, the Champions League. Their

measly brace of league titles in the last ten

seasons wilts next to their tally of four European

cups in the last five seasons. While the European

cup may have represented the pinnacle of a great

side in the past, Madrid have managed to find a  

la liga  //  barcelona's underwhelming double
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way to, in relative terms, ‘grind out’ Champions

League triumphs. As a result their place as one of

the best sides in history, which should be assured

given their monuments achievement, remains

debatable. 

      As discussed earlier in this issue, PSG are

cast in a similar mould. Although painfully

unsuccessful in following the same goals, they

have also self defined themselves by winning, or

challenging for, the Champions League, having

won five of the last six Ligue 1 crowns and the

last eight domestic cups on offer as part of three

trebles in four years. Juventus and especially

Bayern Munich are starting find themselves in

similar positions. Juve reached seven

consecutive league titles this season, the last four

have been doubles, while Bayern made it six

Bundesliga wins in a row. In the last six seasons 

only Napoli, Roma, Lyon and Monaco (who

actually won the league) have been closer than

10 points to those three sides at the top of their

tables, all of whom long for European success. 

     While the leagues themselves remain relevant,

the top sides’ priorities are shifting even further

away from domestic competition. Perhaps a

European super league is closer than we think. 

     For Barcelona and Valverde their

achievements remain undeniable, even if the

perception of them may be coloured by a series

of, form their point of view, unfortunate events.

Should Ernesto Valverde and Leo Messi (perhaps

with the help of Antoine Greizmann) bring another

title to the Nou Camp next season, hopefully the

coach’s will response to the question of ‘How do

you feel?’ will be something other than: “Like

someone who has just won the league.”

la liga  //  barcelona's underwhelming double
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Laurent Blanc  

(Montpellier) - 1983-1991: 84 goals 

A prolific scoring of goals is not something you

might associate with Laurent Blanc or Montpellier

but before the lanky Frenchman was kissing bald

heads and winning World Cups he was doing just

that. Starting his career as a forward before

becoming a graceful attacking midfielder, Blanc

spent much of the 1980’s orchestrating the then

Ligue 2 Montpellier frontline. 18 goals proved to

be Blanc’s high watermark in MHSC’s promotion

winning campaign of 86/87 before netting 38

times in the following three top flight seasons.  

      When manager Michel Mezy suggested he

might be better off in defence during the summer

of 1990 Blanc scoffed but was eventually strong-

armed by Mezy into what became a career

defining switch. Aside from swiftly adapting to his

new role, Blanc matched his previous season’s

tally of 16 goals in 90/91 and earned a move to

Scudetto winners Napoli. Blanc finished with a

total of 84 Montpellier goals in 249 games and

maintained his clinical edge throughout his career

hitting 13 Ligue 1 goals for St Etienne in 94/95

and 11 for Marseille in 97/98, all from centre

back. Michel Mezy meanwhile has France’s

thanks. Without his intervention, 1998 might have

been a very different year for Les Bleus. 

Wynton Rufer (Werder Bremen) and Ronald

Koeman (Barcelona) 

93/94 Champions League: 8 goals 

Running through the list of recent Champions

League leading goalscorers reads like

commentary of a tennis match between Cristiano

Ronaldo and Leo Messi but prior to their

perpetual duopoly the title was shared far more

liberally. Despite regular forays into midfield and

his thunderbastard dead ball ability being stuff of  

legend, ‘defender’ Ronald Koeman’s 239 goals in

685 club games remains astounding. 19 in all

comps being his zenith during 6 seasons at

Barcelona, making it into double figures in each

year, but his 8 goals, 3 being penalties, in 12

games as Barca made the 93/94 Champions

League semis arguably remains his premier goal

scoring feat.  

      Unheralded New Zealander Wynton Rufer

shared the 94 title as Otto Rehhagel’s Bremen

made the last 8, the group stages back then. A

disastrous 5-0 home loss to Porto ended their

hopes. 17 Rufer goals as part of a strong

partnership with Klaus Allofs helped Werder to the

German title in 1993 while his 8 strikes in the

following year’s Champions League were the

apex of an eclectic career that included a 4 goals

for Bremen’s 1992 Cup Winner’s Cup winning

side as well as stints in Japan with JEF United

and managing Papua New Guinea. Perhaps most

surprisingly, denial of a work permit in 1982

stopped Rufer playing a single game for Norwich

City across 8 months in Norfolk. 

Soren Lerby  

(Ajax) - 79/80 European Cup: 10 goals 

Nordic countries have produced a string of

supremely gifted players throughout the decades;

Laudrup, Ibrahimovic and Litman barely make a

start on an imposing list. Right at the heart of this

thundering Viking horde would be the flashing

blonde bob of Soren Lerby. Lerby was the

rumbustious, smash-mouth midfield engine

of Sepp Piontek’s Danish Dynamite side during

the mid eighties that trail-blazed its way to the

Euro 84 semi finals and had the temerity to win

Mexico 86’s group of death. Lerby would hare

from box to box making lunging challenges,

picking the odd defence splitting pass and  
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unleashing murderous left footed hammers upon

unsuspecting goalkeepers (see his 1984

Bundesliga hat-trick for Bayern Munich that

dispatched Werder Bremen).  

      Lerby was renowned for being tough and

battle-hardened, a reputation further perpetuated

by his rolled down socks and pad-less shins and

a unthinking afternoon, by modern standards, in

November 1984 when he played for both his

nation and his club side on the same day in

different countries. Despite his goal scoring

prowess, for a mobile, combative midfielder to not

only become the European Cup’s top scorer in

the 79/80 season but to reach double figures is

some achievement. It is slightly skewed by a

nonetheless impressive five goal haul in Ajax’s

10-0 second round first leg win over Omonia

Nicosia but Lerby did however score in the

quarter final and Ajax’s only semi final goal in

losing to Brian Clough’s Nottingham Forest. 

Dario Hubner  

(Piacenza) - 01/02 Serie A: 24 goals 

A ‘bomber di provincia’ is a Italian term for a

‘provincial goalscorer’ a striker who would appear

in Serie A late in career with an air mystique and

an uncompromising attitude, a bizarre nickname

and a impressive goalscoring record at lower

levels before, to everyone’s amazement,

continuing that record in the top flight. Then of

Brescia, Dario Hubner’s first Serie A goal came

on his top flight debut at the age of 30 as his

promoted side lost, Hubner having taken the lead,

2-1 to Inter on the opening day of the 97/98

season. Hubner went on to score an astonishing

15 further times in 30 games as Brescia were

relegated back to Serie B. Hubner stayed with

Brescia, supposedly so he could stay within short

driving distance of his house, before helping them

to another promotion ahead of the 2000-01

season. Hubner netted 17 more times that

season at the age of 33 guiding Brescia to much

more  respectable 8th. Hubner then moved to

another promoted side in Piacenza, where he 

became the oldest, at that stage, Capocannoniere

ever with 24 goal, tied with champions Juventus’

David Trezeguet. Despite this Hubner bizarrely

missed out on the Italy squad for the 2002 World

Cup but he did travel with Milan that summer

ahead of a potential move where he supposed

chain smoked his way across a tour of the USA,

in a quintessentially Hubner ‘bomber di provincia’,

uncompromising style. 

The FA Cup 

Due to the uneven nature of the FA Cup proper;

smaller sides entering sooner, the prospect of

replays and Premier League clubs rotating their

squads, the seasonal FA Cup top scorer drifts

under the radar but the more recent names which

comprise the list bare interesting reading.

Conference South side Curzon Ashton may have

only played three games in the FA Cup proper

last season but Adam Morgan’s hat-trick in the 4-

3 second round loss to AFC Wimbledon added to

a 6 goal total which was enough to match fellow

top scorer, Heung-Min Son’s. John Stead’s strikes

that helped League One Bradford sensationally

knock Chelsea and (less sensationally)

Sunderland out added to his total of 5 that made

him the 14/15 top scorer alongside Preston’s Paul

Gallagher and Saido Berahino, then of West

Brom. 

      Conference side Aldershot Town’s 2012/13

run to the fourth round proper, eventually halted

by Middlesbrough, included eight goals from

Danny Hytton putting him three clear of second

placed Carlos Tevez at the top of the goalscoring

charts. One of the more recognisable names in

rangey Norwegian striker John Carew was crucial

to Aston Villa’s run to the semi final. His

contribution of half a dozen goals made him the

09-10 top scorer. The early 2000s include a

number of less surprising names but Nigel

Jemson’s five goals for Division Three

Shrewsbury in 02/03, relegated from the Football

League that season despite beating Premier

League Everton, sticks out. 
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Onside Inzaghi, 
Issue 2...

Watch this space at the start of the 

European season for the second issue of 

Onside Inzaghi featuring a look back at 

Russia 2018 and detailed discussions 

of key stories from Europe's top 5 

leagues. 

Thanks for reading.



+13 16MAN CITY1 3-1 a, SPURS5-0 H, SWAN4-1 a, WHU0-0 H, hudd3-1 h, BHA1-0 a, SOTON 16 31st

+6 15Levante6 1-0 h, malaga3-1 a. bilbao2-1 h, sevilla3-0 a, leganes5-4 h, barca2-4 a, vigo 16 1015th

+9 14palace7 2-2 a, bmouth3-2 h, bha0-0 a, watf5-0 h, leices2-1 a, stoke2-0 h, wba 14 511th

+7 14MARSEILLE8 3-2 a, TROYES5-1 h, LILLE1-1 a, ANGERS2-1 h, NICE3-3 a, GUIN2-1 h, AMIENS 16 94TH

+7 13HOFFENHIEM9 1-1 a, FRANK2-0 h, HAMBURG5-2 a, LEIPZIG3-1 h, HANN2-0 a, STUT3-1 h, DORT 14 73RD

+7 13ESPANYOL10 0-1 H, EIBAR2-0 A, GIRONA1-1 H, PALMAS2-0 A. ATLETI4-1 H, MALAGA1-0 A, BILBAO 10 311TH

THE 98 - TOP FIVE LEAGUES combined form

+9 16ROMA2 1-0 a, SASS 0-0 H, JUVE 1-0 a, CAgl 4-1 H, CHIEV0 3-0 A, SPAL 2-1 H, GENOA 11 23RD

+12 15BAYERN3 1-4 a, STUT 3-1 A, KOLN 4-1 H, FRANK 3-0 A, HANN 5-1 H, M'GLAD 4-1 A, AUGSB 20 81ST

+11 15lyon4 3-0 h, amiens5-2 a, dijon2-0 h, nantes3-0 h, troyes2-3 a, STras3-2 h, Nice 18 73rd

+11 15bordeaux5 3-1 a, montp0-1 h, psg3-1 h, dijon3-1 a, st.eti4-2 h, toul4-0 a, metz 17 66th

    98      Verona         20th        1-2 A, Juve          0-1 H, Udiense       1-4 a, milan            1-3 h, spal         1-3 a, genoa              0-1 h sass         -10        4      14    

    97     swansea      18th       1-2 h, stoke          0-1 H, soton        0-1 a, bmouth     0-1 h, chelsea    0-5 a, man city     1-1 h, everton        -9        2      11   

    96   las palmas   20th      1-2 h, girona         0-1 a, eibar          0-1 h, getafe    1-1 a, espanyol    0-4 h, alaves           0-1 a, betis           -8        2      10   

    95     Bologna        16th     0-1 a, udinese       1-2 h, chievo          1-3 a, juve          1-2 h, milan           0-0 a, cagl              0-1 a, SAMP           -6        3        9      

    94        KOLN            20th     1-4 A, WOLFS        1-3 h, BAYERN          2-3 a, FREI        2-2 h, SCHALKE     1-2 a, HERTHA           1-1 H, MAINZ           -7        8      15     

    93      MALAGA        20th     0-1 H, GETAFE     1-4 A, ESPANYOL    0-3 H, ALAVES       1-2 A, BETIS        2-0 H, SOCIEDAD       0-1 A, LEVANTE       -7        4       11    

    92        CAEN            16th         0-0 H, PSG             1-4 A, NICE          1-2 H, mONACO      1-3 A, TROYES        0-0 H, TOUL                1-1 A, METZ           -6        4       10   

    91        DEPOR          18th   1-2 A, VALENCIA        2-4 H, VILL             1-1 A, VIGO            2-4 H, BARCA     0-0 A, LEGANES         0-0 H, SEVILLA        -5         6      11    

    90       GENOA          12th     1-2 H, TORINO          0-1 A, BENEV        2-3 H, FIOREN          1-3 A, ATAL        3-1 H, VERONA            1-2 A, ROMA           -4         8      12      

    89        METZ           20th      0-4 H, BORD          0-2 A, AMIENS       1-2 H, ANGERS         1-3 A, LILLE          1-1 H, CAEN              2-1 A, RENNES         -8         5      13    
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